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Reflective Essay 
By Cookie Levine 
 
The writings in my portfolio include works of fiction and creative nonfiction. The 
fiction works include: “Culinary Art,”  “The Garden,” “Stunning,” “Baby Blue,”  
“Squeaky,” and “Small Deer.”  My creative nonfiction works include personal essays: 
“No More Jesus,” “Puzzle Pieces,” and “Little Shoes”.  “A Snow White Van,” is a work 
of literary journalism, which I wrote just after I learned of a hiker who was murdered in 
North Georgia. In that piece, I speculate on the circumstances before the crime occurred. 
“My Hero” is a travel piece, affectionately recalling a unique experience I had during a 
cattle drive in Wyoming. Also included is a chapter of a novel titled Nell, a story of a 
black family during the 1950s in Calhoun, Georgia. 
My time spent writing in the MAPW program has given me the opportunity, the 
means, and the luxury to explore many things which bother me, upset me, excite me, 
scare the hell out of me, and cause me to ask questions. I never dreamed that writing 
could do so much. 
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Several pieces in this portfolio, “No More Jesus,” “Squeaky,” and Nell, deal with 
the discomfort I experienced from feeling like I was on the outside looking in—growing 
up as a Jewish girl in a small southern town during segregation. Writing has helped me 
sort things out and appreciate how growing up where I did firmly set my outlook on 
life—why I believe anti-discrimination laws are important, why I find pleasure in simple 
things, why I know financial success does not ensure happiness, why I put a lot of worth 
in small acts of kindness, and why I think people are pretty much the same everywhere.  
I have seen and known the hostility people have for others who are different. The 
undercurrent of racism and discrimination was all around me growing up, but I existed in 
a white world without much concern for the storm which swept around me. Where I grew 
up has certainly influenced my writing for this portfolio.   
For the past few years, I have also spent a great deal of time studying the 
Holocaust and trying to understand those events. Only as I have gotten older have I 
become so interested in learning what happened, why it happened, and what it all means. 
Writing, as well as reading books and accounts of Holocaust survivors, has helped. I have 
also studied the works of Victor Frankl and Bruno Bettelheim. It has been a mystery to 
me how someone who was imprisoned in a concentration camp could ever find joy in life 
again, but many people have. While I acknowledge man’s capacity for evil, I will never 
fully understand those events. Some of my work in this portfolio touches on my struggle 
to come to grips with that period of time. I wrote one of my essays, “Little Shoes,” after I 
returned from a trip to Poland, where I visited the Auschwitz/Birkenau concentration 
camps. 
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Another theme I write about in “Culinary Art,” “The Garden,” and “Baby Blue,” 
concerns aging and confronting illness and death. Related to that theme is my 
affirmation, in “Puzzle Pieces,” of what I believe to be truly important in life— the value 
of family and close relationships, the wisdom of carrying on traditions, and my wish to 
pass along life lessons to my grandchildren. Also included is “Small Deer,” a pre-
adolescent fiction story, in which I used my love of nature and the outdoors to write 
about a young Indian girl coming of age.   
   I realize that I have only scratched the surface in terms of becoming a writer. 
Although I am far from where I want to be, I know that I have grown, and my writing has 
matured and improved. I have learned the importance of making small brush strokes 
instead of large ones, to watch for and eliminate meaningless words, and to consider the 
reader/audience. And I have a far better understanding of what makes other people’s 
writing excellent or mediocre.  
During my time in the MAPW program, these changes have come about not just 
from writing, but also from reading. I must admit I did not understand the critical 
relationship between reading and writing when I entered the program. As a result of the 
constant reading and writing, I have come to appreciate how hard it is to write well, to 
capture the reader and keep him interested, to say enough but not too much, and to say it 
in a way that lets the reader know I have confidence in his ability to get the point. I have 
improved in my willingness to get rid of words and sentences which do not work, no 
matter how clever I think they are or how much I love what I have written. I used to 
believe I should save everything because I might need the words one day. I thought my 
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store of words would give out—that the well would run dry. But I have learned that more 
will come if I am patient, take a break, or leave my writing alone for a few days.  
I have developed a better awareness of the quality of what I read and write. I use a 
more critical eye in asking why a writer’s work is excellent or poor. Why does it work? 
Why does it fail? How is it organized? Is the dialogue effective? Does it touch me? Do I 
get lost? Is it stylistically pleasing and rewarding? Later on, I wonder how my own 
writing stacks up. This increased awareness of writing—of my own and of others—helps 
me before I begin. I continue to look for the dissonance in my writing, so that I can do a 
better job of revision. Having others read my work helps a lot. Often, I cannot tell where 
the flaws lie, and I need someone to point them out to me. Without that collaborative 
exercise, it is hard to tell if I have made my case. I am learning to look more closely at 
form, where I should insert dialogue, and whether I have been descriptive enough for the 
reader to get a sense of my characters. I have learned invention strategies to deal with the 
times when I cannot come up with a single word to put on the page. I know that I have a 
tendency to maintain too much control over my work as opposed to letting go more 
freely. I realize there are so many balls to juggle in the act of writing. Although I am far 
from where I want to be as a writer, I am moving in the right direction  
When I began this program, other than a short children’s tale, I had never written 
a fiction or nonfiction story. As a lawyer for twenty-five years, my writing had been 
mostly argumentative, literal, and concrete. I was at a point in my life where I was 
anxious to try something different—imagining, supposing, wondering, without being so 
tightly constrained by rhetorical/legal writing. Writing fiction stories has been incredibly 
difficult, and there have been times when I felt I could not do it. But I kept trying.  
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The coursework in the MAPW program has greatly influenced my development 
as a writer. The courses have touched on many aspects and types of writing, and I think 
they have been outstanding. They have also been challenging, exciting, interesting, and 
fun. In the beginning, when I discovered that classes would be in the evening, I was 
afraid I would not be able to stay awake. But that never happened. I admit to being a little 
tired, but I was never bored or regretted being in school at night.   
My first two courses were creative nonfiction and fiction writing. In my creative 
nonfiction class, Judith Barrington’s book, Writing the Memoir, was eye-opening for me. 
The narrative and the exercises gave me a chance, for the first time through writing, to 
tap into my memories and try to make sense of things. It had been over forty years since I 
had thought about my family’s black maid and the separate bathroom which she used off 
the garage. In responding to one of the exercises in Barrington’s book, I recalled those 
times. I also remembered watching a neighbor kill his fluffy white chicken by wringing 
its long neck. The neighbor gave me one of the chicken’s light-blue eyes, which I proudly 
took home to show my mother. Many years later, in the MAPW program, questions about 
my family’s maid, growing up in a small town during segregation, and what it was like 
being Jewish began bubbling out of me.  
I loved learning about memoir. The opportunity to explore parts of my life 
through writing was something I had never done. Amazingly, I began to make some 
connections. Not always what I expected or liked, and not in the direction I began, but 
wherever it took me. I also saw how risky writing memoir is and how a writer takes a 
chance whenever the words hit the page. What I am touched by in memoir is a writer’s 
musing—when he struggles through a process in order to understand the meaning of his 
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words. In that regard, I have been willing to take some chances with my writing. But I 
have not taken enough. Although I try hard not to be too careful, I think I am. This is a 
limitation I must continue to work to improve my writing and make it more rewarding.  
In that same creative nonfiction class, I also enjoyed and benefited from reading 
my work out loud to my classmates and listening to them read their work. Reading aloud 
gave my words validity. By speaking them to my classmates, my writing became real. 
Sometimes, I got frustrated selecting a piece to read, because I wanted to read everything. 
What I also learned from that exercise is to read whatever I write out loud to myself. That 
practice has become a valuable habit with everything I write. When I do it, I find errors 
that I would not catch from reading the words silently. And I discover problems in the 
words’ rhythm and logic. 
For the first time in both my creative nonfiction and fiction classes, I experienced 
the peer review process, which has been extraordinarily helpful in understanding how a 
reader interprets and reacts to my writing.  As we work-shopped and commented on each 
other’s work, I learned a multitude of things about my writing, including when it worked 
and when it did not. When fifteen other readers, including the professor, gave me 
feedback, it was like an expanded taste test. I saw what was missing, what was ridiculous, 
how the reader got lost, how to get back on track, what to cut and what to expand on, how 
interesting or uninteresting the writing was, and whether it touched the reader.  
I must say those classes were exhausting and nerve-wracking, but they were 
fantastic. Exposing my writing to all those people was like taking my clothes off, and I 
learned to be less afraid of the process and enjoy the rewards. The final decision as to 
what to do with my writing was still mine, but I had so much more information from my 
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readers to consider. I also saw how commenting on a writer’s work, while beneficial, can 
be a slippery slope and not necessarily helpful. I found the most valuable comments were 
those which let me in on the experience of the reader and whether what I meant to write 
was understood. Sometimes, I would find that whatever filters I used in writing confused 
the reader, who used his own filters. The bottom line is, if what I write is important and 
deserving of being written (and I think it is), then I want to get it right not only for me, 
but for the reader.  
We did peer review in other classes by using partners and sharing feedback, but I 
think the most helpful peer review process happens when the whole class reads and 
openly comments on one paper at a time. This process also gives the writer a chance to 
ask specific questions of the readers. Instead of having one person make suggestions for 
improvement, the writer has fifteen sets of eyes. When I went home with all those papers 
and responses, I considered them one by one. I was grateful for the time my classmates 
had spent seriously considering my work. Of course, the flip side is also the benefit to the 
one who reads and makes comments. When I saw others’ writings which missed their 
intended mark in a variety of ways, I tried to help that writer accomplish what he set out 
to do. What happened afterwards is that I internalized the whole process back into my 
own writing.  It is difficult to say exactly how this happened, but I am sure it did. 
Although my concentration is creative writing, the courses I took in applied 
writing and composition/rhetoric proved to be practical by enlarging my sphere of 
options for future employment as well as enhancing my writing. Learning how to 
construct and write a biography was an interesting endeavor, and I was able to practice 
my interviewing, taping, and transcription skills. Following my course in speechwriting, I 
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have become a more educated and skeptical listener/audience for any speaker, political or 
otherwise. I have learned the tricks of the trade, and I recognize the methods used by 
speechwriters to accomplish their objectives. The opportunity to study and discuss the art 
of speechwriting and then to write my own speeches for various audiences refined my 
awareness of the strategy of any speech. 
During the semesters when I took composition/rhetoric courses, my creative 
writing took a back burner. But I learned about the fascinating world of Literacy Studies, 
the development of writing, the various ways people use writing, and how the act of 
writing has been and remains a powerful political, social, and economic force throughout 
the world. I studied theorists and educators and examined the social and cultural forces 
which influence writing. In one class, Teaching Writing to Speakers of Other Languages, 
I saw how different cultural and family values play a huge role in what and how a student 
writes. We discussed the problems and issues in teaching writing to students for whom 
English is not their first language. I was able to observe an ESL Composition class, 
interview the professor, and see how lessons work in practical terms.  
I regret that I took one class, Writing as Process, so close to the end of my time in 
the MAPW program. I wish I had taken it sooner. As I read all the theory and essays 
about the writing process itself, I understood that the messy beginnings in my own 
writing are common for other writers and that I could work my way through the mess. In 
that class, I did a research paper on “The Revision Practices of Creative Writers,” and I 
discovered the various strategies and methods which writers use to modify their work.  
What I learned in that course about discovery, invention, and the recursive nature 
of writing was very comforting. I was not the only one who needed to take a long walk or 
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swim before settling down to write. And I was not neurotic in my need for a cup of hot 
herb tea, a particular type of lighting, a room with windows with daisies growing outside, 
and soft music in the background. I saw how other writers, in their revision efforts, leave 
their writing alone for days or longer, put it under glass and reread it later on, or use 
scissors and pins to dissect their writing and move it around. Others write in longhand on 
certain types of paper and then switch to computers. I learned that writers go about their 
work in many ways, but, in the end, it boils down to the difficult and consuming act of 
writing. And whether it is done sitting down, standing, quietly, noisily, with or without 
all the accoutrements a writer believes he needs, writing is still the work of putting one’s 
butt in the chair and getting on with it. And that is always hard. Had I taken this course 
sooner, I might not have worried so much about whether I was doing things right.    
One aspect of professional writing which I have found most amazing is that of 
discovery—through writing itself. I have read about writers who make discoveries all 
through the process, who go off on tangents and follow them. For me, figuring out where 
I am trying to go by writing has happened many times. I have a tendency to meander 
when I write—not a good thing—to go off in too many directions. Particularly in essays, 
my writing needs focus. I need to stay with one thing and develop that idea. I am aware 
of this problem, and I am working on it. But I also think what happens is that I need to 
wander, at least initially. It is hard for me to pinpoint exactly what I want to write about 
early on. I think I am the kind of writer who needs to go along with many drafts before it 
hits me. Perhaps the meandering is my way of getting started. What I must do is 
recognize that I am meandering and, at some point, isolate the focus, the idea, the point of 
it all. 
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I think part of the discovery process is not worrying about the end of things; it is 
going along until I hit an idea which intrigues me, and then developing that one idea. 
Sometimes, I’ve felt that my writing was all over the place, and it probably was. I have 
felt apprehensive about writing without a definite plan or knowing what the end result 
would be. When I did legal writing, I seldom wrote a brief without knowing exactly how 
I would make my argument and how I would end it. Discovery through fiction or 
nonfiction writing is so different. I love what E.L. Doctorow said, quoted by Anne 
Lamont in bird by bird: “…writing a novel is like driving a car at night. You can see only 
as far as your headlights, but you can make the whole trip that way” (18). 
Before beginning this reflective essay, I went back and looked at all my folders 
from courses I have taken in the MAPW program. I reviewed the reading and writing I 
have done over the last four years. When I see the tall stacks of papers resting on my 
office shelves, I am amazed. While I hoped these years would be as enjoyable as they 
certainly have been, I know that I have accomplished something. I have taken my 
creative writing seriously.  I have worked hard and tried to do my best with each piece of 
writing I submitted in every class. I jumped feet first into the world of creative writing 
here in the MAPW program. I learned from committed professors, I met quirky and 
talented classmates, a few of whom have become good friends, and I produced lots and 
lots and lots of writing. Often, I felt like I was wading through mud, but there were times 
when I experienced a sweet satisfaction from the words I managed to write. And I am 
nowhere near finished.  
I thank all of my professors and classmates for their help. I particularly want to 
thank my Capstone committee members, Dr. Linda Niemann and Dr. Andy Plattner, for 
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their keen advice and suggestions, encouragement, and patience during the last two 
semesters. Their help and personal commitment have been immeasurable.       
 
 
 
 
 
  
No More Jesus 
By Cookie Levine 
 
 
 It wasn’t easy growing up Jewish in Albany, Georgia. I can’t say it mattered much 
when I was little, but by the time I hit middle school, it was huge. I suppose I was part of 
the “in” crowd, with Emily Jean, Beverly, Cyrilla, and Marie, but something wasn’t right. 
No one said anything out loud to me, like “Jew girl” or “Yid,” but I knew they lived in 
their world, and I lived in mine. Theirs seemed better—filled with Christmas trees 
covered in tinsel and ornaments and a glittery angel or star on the top, meetings of the 
Daughters of The American Revolution, new Easter dresses with white patent-leather 
shoes and purses, and summers spent on St. Simons or Jekyll Island, vacation spots 
blatantly known for excluding Jews. But one thing I didn’t like was the continued 
presence of Jesus. Jesus was everywhere—in all the morning prayers from the 
loudspeaker in school, in the minister’s words before every football game on Friday 
nights, and each time I ate a meal with a Christian friend. I must have heard “We ask in 
Jesus’ name” a million times. I was sick of it. He wasn’t the son of God to me, and I 
didn’t need to consult him before I studied my English lessons, cheered at a football or 
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basketball game, or ate a corned beef sandwich. We Jews had our own blessing over 
bread, but, outside of my synagogue, none of my friends knew what it was. I was Jewish 
in a world of Christians, and what I learned to do was go along to get along. 
 The Jesus issue came to a head one morning in high school during assembly in the 
large auditorium. All the students sat in our seats, waiting for the principal, Mr. McNabb, 
to make his daily announcements and introduce the speaker. That morning the speaker 
turned out to be a Baptist preacher. In his dark suit and tie, waving a Bible above his 
head, he strutted from one end of the stage to the other. His thick hair flew around as he 
moved. He was loud, and he was angry. He was on a mission. 
I’m telling you, all you young people today, that, if you don’t accept Jesus Christ 
our Lord, that you’re going straight to hell. We’re all sinners. You’re sinners too, and 
you better start making things right today. Jesus Christ died on the cross for you, for all 
of you. God gave his only son so you could be saved. If you don’t accept that, then God 
have pity on your soul. You need to mend your ways, rise up and be righteous before it’s 
too late. I tell you now that you better believe in Jesus Chris and save your souls. Pray 
Jesus, I’m not too late. Now people will be coming down the aisle with Bibles for each of 
you. The word of God will save you. Take the Bible, hold it to your heart, read it, and 
rejoice in it. I pray for all of you in Jesus’ name. Accept him and you will be saved! 
The man had worked himself up into a frenzy. The tails of his suit were flapping 
as he jumped around.  I started to sweat, and I sat there trembling. The kids around me 
giggled, like it was some kind of comedy show. My throat was dry, my heart was 
pumping fast, and I thought I was going to throw up. I wanted to leave, run away, escape, 
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but I felt glued to my seat. I was afraid that somehow the preacher was going to find out I 
was Jewish, jump off the stage, put his bloated face next to mine, and scream,  
How dare you be a Jew in the middle of all these good Christians? Save yourself, 
girl, while there’s still time!  Take the road to salvation! Just hold my hand, and we’ll 
travel down the road to salvation together. Take it, girl, take it!                   
But he stayed on the stage. He sent people walking down the aisles with their 
arms filled with black Bibles, which they started passing down the rows. I took one and 
said nothing. It was the New Testament version, not my Bible.  Finally, it was over, and I 
managed to walk out of the auditorium even though I was still shaking. I had never been 
so scared. I didn’t say anything to anyone until I got home and told my parents what had 
happened. They wanted me to call the Rabbi. I did it and told him everything. Within a 
day or so, I saw the Rabbi at school, waiting to talk to the principal. Later on, the Rabbi 
told me something like that would never happen again. But I doubted that. Sitting in that 
auditorium feeling like one blue flower in a sea of yellow flowers, I knew what it meant 
to be in a minority, to feel different, to be afraid of being singled out, and possibly 
humiliated.  
Some years later, the incident with the Baptist preacher came back to me. But this 
time, it wasn’t me who was different. My husband and I had become friends with a black 
couple, Lafayette and Laurice. He was an architect, and her job was to license day care 
centers. The four of us made plans to go to a party at some club. When we arrived, I 
could see that our friends were the only black couple there.  
After several minutes, one woman in a black sheath and high heels, sporting a 
rhinestone clip in her wavy blond hair, walked over. “Well, hi there. How are you guys 
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doing?” She was talking to me but was looking straight at my friend Laurice—a lovely 
woman with a large Afro, stylish for the time. 
I answered, “We’re okay, how are you?” A couple of other people came over. 
“My goodness,” the woman said to Laurice. “I’ve never seen a hairdo like that up 
close. Is that really all your hair? 
“Sure is,” Laurice said, “every bit of it.” 
“But how do you make it do that, stick out so big like that?” the woman asked. 
Laurice seemed amused. “It’s just the way black hair is. It’s got a coarseness that 
makes it stick out. And I use a special comb to pull it out all around my head. Do you like 
it?” 
The woman answered, “Gosh. I don’t know. Does it get caught on things? Do you 
bump into things with it?” 
“Not really,” Laurice said. “If I know where my head is, I don’t expect to bump 
into things.” She was getting a little defensive. 
“Could I touch it?” the woman whispered, like it was some surreptitious act. The 
other people standing around waited to see how this scene would go. 
“I guess so,” said Laurice. “If you want to.” 
The woman moved her hand through the air and gingerly placed in on Laurice’s 
hair. “Oh, my goodness, I’ve never felt anything like this before. It’s kind of like a Brillo 
pad—a very big Brillo pad. She motioned to her friend standing next to her. “Go ahead, 
Sue Lynn, you’ve got to feel this.” 
Sue Lynn, smiling, reached over and touched Laurice’s hair. “Wow, Kathryn, 
you’re right. It’s just like a Brillo pad. That sure would clean a big pan, wouldn’t it?” 
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They both started giggling. It was as if the women had discovered a strange new species 
of animal, and they found it terribly amusing. 
I could see that Laurice’s smile had disappeared, replaced by nervousness around 
her eyes. She hadn’t said a word.  I spit out, “We gotta go.” I grabbed Laurice’s arm, and 
we walked away.   
“I’m so sorry,” I said. “They were a couple of idiots. You shouldn’t have let them 
do that.” 
“It’s okay,” Laurice answered. “White people seem fascinated by our hair. I don’t 
mind curiosity, but I don’t like feeling like a freak. Forget it. It is what it is.” 
The thing about that night was that, being older, I knew things, and I knew for 
sure that Laurice’s large, black, sticking-out Afro was indeed beautiful. I understood how 
she felt—black in a sea of whites. Maybe Laurice had practiced some of the same go 
along to get along that I had back in Albany. I wish I’d spoken out, been stronger, and 
stood up more for myself and my religion, even at the risk of alienating those in the group 
to which I wanted to belong. But it’s not an easy thing to do. It takes a kind of security 
and courage I didn’t have back then. At least, I didn’t think I had it. Maybe if I’d taken a 
chance, I would have found out I had more inside than I thought. Maybe I would have 
found out that not being part of the in group would not have killed me, and that my own 
in group was good enough.  
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Puzzle Pieces 
By Cookie Levine 
 
  
Being a wife while being my own person is difficult, and I have yet to figure it 
out. Sometimes I get a severe case of wanderlust, and I want to go away by myself and do 
what I please. Never mind that traveling alone can be a little scary; it’s the adventure and 
unpredictability that I crave. While my husband David is a great guy and my closest 
friend, he is neither a traveler, risk taker, nor an outdoorsy kind of guy. He’d rather enjoy 
his extensive movie collection, pour over real estate contracts, follow the latest political 
happenings, or watch football. Luckily, he thinks I should do what makes me happy.  
I’d always wanted to go out west and ride horses, so, in 2004, I went to the R 
Lazy S, a ranch outside Jackson Hole, Wyoming. When I got off the plane and saw the 
Teton Mountains for the first time, their peaks tipped with snow, the dry, chilly air 
sucked me into another world. 
At the ranch, I was the only single guest among couples. The others were curious 
about my coming alone, especially since I was married. I couldn’t tell if they were 
jealous or sympathetic.   
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Well, why didn’t he come with you?  
 You’re brave to come alone.  
He doesn’t mind if you go without him? 
David never would have gotten on a horse. He told me that the only thing he 
wanted to ride was the stationary bike at the health club. I explained to the guests that a 
week at a dude ranch was not his thing.  
I stayed in a small log cabin. Two chairs and a wooden swing sat on the porch, 
which looked onto the horse corral and the mountains. Stacks of split logs, kindling, and 
kerosene-soaked sawdust were ready for the wood stove inside. Indian rugs lay on the 
floor. On either side of the bed were two lamps covered with rawhide shades. The base of 
one was a black metal cowboy with a tall hat and lasso in hand, sitting on his horse. The 
horse was slumped over, like it had been a hard day.  Next to the stove were two 
cushioned chairs for worn-out butts.  A tin coffee can and packets of tea rested next to a 
coffeemaker. The cabin got cold, and my attempts at making a fire were miserable 
failures. I’d watched David make a fire, but I’d never gotten the knack of it.  
I woke up early the first morning. The rutting season was in full bloom, when the 
male elk gather the females for mating. The loud, eerie sound of bugling elk pierced my 
cabin through a cracked window. It was freezing, and I threw on thermals and a fleece 
jacket. As I left the cabin, it was barely light. I walked down a dirt road and ducked under 
a metal fence. Ahead was an old wooden bridge spanning a bubbling creek. Looking 
toward the pasture, I froze as I saw elk eating grass. A bull with his big rack stood guard. 
They looked up and ran away. I slipped through another fence and came to the dike 
marking the entrance to the Teton National Park. On my right was the Snake River, the 
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southern border of the ranch. I heard elk bugling, a coyote howling, and the cascading 
water from the river, which was completely covered in mist. The sun was just beginning 
to wake up the mountains, throwing light on the aspens. I pulled out my cell phone and 
called David.         
 “Honey, you won’t believe this! It’s just beautiful here.” I said.  
“I can hear the excitement in your voice,” he said. “Tell me about it.” 
“The sun’s starting to come over the mountains, and the aspens are changing 
color, and I’ve seen all these animals already. This is something else!” I said. 
“Wow,” he said. “It sounds like a special place. Are you taking pictures?” 
“Oh yeah…I’m going to show you everything,” I said. “It’s spectacular, honey. I 
wish you were here.”  
Here I was, independent and alone on my own adventure, missing David and 
wishing he was there with me. Telling him wasn’t the same. There was no way I could 
bottle it up in words or in a picture. Watching the exact angle of the sun on the side of the 
mountains and seeing the geese flying in formation over the river were joyful moments, 
but quickly gone. Watching a bull elk in the pasture staring at me with his deep brown 
eyes was indescribable. A person had to be there to understand.  
After a hearty breakfast of homemade oatmeal topped with blueberries, raisins, 
and walnuts, I grabbed my gloves and cowboy hat and headed for the corral. The horses 
were frisky. Buck, one of the wranglers, brought over a large Arabian, named Gray 
Cloud. I talked to her and scratched her neck and ears, making a mental note to snag a 
carrot or apple for later. We’d be together for the week. After mounting and adjusting the 
stirrups, we were ready. It felt good being a saddle away from this huge animal.    
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 Gray Cloud had a smooth trot. She was solid, with an easy disposition. I used my 
legs to post through the steady trot, sitting up and relaxing my shoulders. We crossed 
meadows, wound through aspens and big pines, and climbed rocky cliffs, reaching a high 
ridge. We were as high as we could go—above the world looking down. A brisk wind 
blew the red and gold leaves, scattering them everywhere. The air was cold on my face, 
and I could smell the pines. The edges of the mountains looked sharp and pure. We rode 
for hours as we wound our way back down the hills through the thick pines. Because we 
were sitting on horses, we were able to pass close to elk and moose without startling 
them.  
One afternoon, I went to see the new filly in the corral. She walked toward me 
and then ran back to her mother. Dark brown with a white diamond on her head, she’d 
been born in the thick bushes. The wranglers named her Willow. She strutted, shook her 
head, whinnied, and then collapsed on the grass for a nap in the sun.  
Seeing Willow, I thought about David’s movies. Before I left home, we had 
watched the movie “City Slickers” with Billy Crystal, about city folks who go to a dude 
ranch to drive cattle. One scene showed Billy Crystal with a pregnant cow, ready to 
deliver. After helping birth the calf, he grew attached to the animal and named him 
Norman. They became pals, and, when Billy Crystal returned home to the airport in New 
York, the last scene showed him pulling Norman along with his luggage. David and I had 
laughed ourselves silly. I thought about taking Willow back to Atlanta at the end of the 
week.  
Me: “Hi, honey, it’s so good to be back. I really missed you.” 
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  He: “Missed you too, sweetheart. Glad you’re home. The kids have been calling. 
Let me help you with the suitcase.” 
 Me: “Oh, just a minute. There is one thing we need to pick up. It’s at Delta Dash, 
where they keep the special cargo.” 
 He: “What special cargo? Did you bring back a picture or something? Wait, 
don’t tell me. Let me guess. You brought back a cow! Hey, that’s a joke. Why aren’t you 
laughing?” 
Me:“Come on, I’ll show you.  I fell in love with her and figured we had a big back 
yard.” 
Life was everywhere at the ranch. Sitting on my porch one afternoon, I spotted a 
deer and her fawn walking through the trees. I silently asked them to stay awhile. After 
dinner one evening, I saw a mother bear and two cubs were loping toward the woods. On 
an all-day ride across the empty plains, I saw antelope floating over the sagebrush. 
Yes, I had come alone, and I loved the place. I met Susan and Marshall from 
Connecticut and Mike and Liza from Blue Ridge, Georgia. We hung out together and 
reveled in acting like silly greenhorns. I got to know the wranglers. Buck was a real 
cowboy from west Texas, who grew up on a cattle ranch with his dad and grandpa. A 
wiry little guy sporting a silver belt buckle, he could make a horse do anything. On a ride 
one day, his horse tried to kick my horse. Buck got so mad at his horse that he made him 
go around in circles just to show him who was boss. I spent time with Mindy, another 
wrangler, who told me about the time she and her horse Gypsy won the local barrel-
racing contest.  
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But all through the week, my thoughts led back to David. I felt a chink in my 
armor of self-sufficiency, independence, and toughness. We talked every day, but I 
missed being together in the evening, telling each other what went wrong and what went 
okay. And I missed a good foot rub, making sure we had fresh broccoli and cauliflower in 
the house, and reminding him to take a multivitamin. I missed telling him to “Drive 
carefully” every time he left, and giving him a goodbye kiss. And a good morning kiss.  
Before we got married and I traveled alone, I went by myself. This time, I had come 
without my husband.  
I was ready to go home. I wanted to take a walk holding hands. I wanted to make 
popcorn, sit on the sofa in our pajamas, and watch a movie. I wanted to make mashed 
potatoes with onions or noodles with parmesan cheese—David’s favorites. I wanted to 
change the sheets on the bed because he loves to sleep on fresh sheets. I wanted to go to 
Dillards with him so he could look at men’s shirts. I wanted to go to the DVD store so he 
could pick out a movie. I wanted us to go to Costco and taste all the samples. I wanted 
him to buy me a Dairy Queen dipped in chocolate and sit outside on the curb and eat it 
while we talked. I wanted to lie in bed with his arm around me and listen as he filled me 
in on the latest news and politics. I wanted to tell him a thousand times how much he 
meant to me and how I was a better person being married to him. I wanted to play Rod 
Stewart’s CD “It Had to be You” and make love.  
And I wanted a wet, slurpy kiss right on the mouth from my dog Annie. I wanted 
to throw the tennis ball for her a zillion times. I wanted to sit on the porch and look at the 
trees. I wanted to use the big broom and sweep off the driveway. I wanted to go shopping 
with my sister and have her show me the latest trends, even though I hate shopping. I 
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wanted to have the whole family over for dinner and cook hamburgers and make an ice 
cream pie. I wanted to sit next to David and listen to all my children and grandchildren, 
knowing that I held precious gold and jewels right there in my hands.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                
Little Shoes 
By Cookie Levine 
 
 But for a class assignment, I would not have been at the Emory University 
archives. As I stepped through the doorway, a serious atmosphere permeated the room, as 
if every hidden collection deserved its unique measure of respect. With no particular 
purpose in mind, I looked around and noticed a section on Judaism, which included the 
writings of Cantor Isaac Goodfriend, who had died one year earlier at the age of eighty-
five. A cantor is the Jewish synagogue official who conducts the liturgical service and 
sings the Hebrew prayers. I had met Cantor Goodfriend and heard him sing. A joyous 
bear of a man with a twinkle in his eye, he had a broad smile and warmth that drew you 
in and made you want to hug him. When I heard him sing, I had felt sadness, 
appreciation, and joy, even though I could not understand a single word of Hebrew. His 
voice reached all the way up to the ceiling and beyond. He sang as if a thousand men 
could not have stopped him had they tried. As the Cantor for thirty years at the Ahaveth 
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Achim Synagogue in Atlanta, the largest conservative synagogue in the Southeast, he was 
beloved for his endearing personality and lively voice as he sang at weddings, funerals, or 
for the High Holidays. His wife Betty, who had died a year before the Cantor, was 
equally adored, and they had been active members of the Atlanta Jewish community.   
 I knew that Cantor Goodfriend had been in a concentration camp during the 
Holocaust.  It was hard to reconcile that fact with the joy and laughter that always came 
out of him. I suppose he was grateful to have survived, and he must have decided to 
celebrate his life and give it purpose, as a Jew is supposed to do.   
 My curiosity piqued, I asked to see Cantor Goodfriend’s writings. After following 
strict instructions to place my purse in a metal locker, remove my coat, and sit at an 
assigned table, an older gentleman brought a large cardboard box, which he casually set 
in front of me. It was like being on a treasure hunt and finding the buried chest. When I 
lifted the lid, I saw pictures of the Cantor, his family, and his awards and honors, 
including being asked to sing the National Anthem at Carter’s Inauguration and being 
appointed to the United States Holocaust Commission. Some of the papers were 
protected in plastic sheets; others were old and finger-worn. I was handling parts of the 
Cantor’s life. I went carefully, so as not to tear anything.  
 I found an interview with Cantor Goodfriend. He described his family’s life in 
Poland before the war and how his father, like many others who dismissed talk of 
leaving, could not conceive of the fact that the Nazis were out to exterminate the Jews. 
The Cantor had tried to convince his father of the danger. Even with reports of Jews 
being moved from all over Poland to labor camps, his father believed the persecution 
would be a temporary thing. Jews had been hated and victimized throughout history but 
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had always rebounded. His father was certain the Nazis would push them around but 
would finally give up and go away. The Cantor said his father would spend his days in 
prayer, which he said is what all Jews did—they prayed.  When the Nazis began to take 
their neighbors away, the Cantor said his family had no way to defend themselves. He 
said Jews were not fighters, and they had no guns. They studied the Torah and they 
prayed, hopeful that God would deliver them. 
 In 1944, at the age of sixteen, Cantor Goodfriend was sent to Piotrokow 
concentration camp. While imprisoned there, he received a message that, if he could 
escape, there was a house on the outside where he could hide. Early one morning, he and 
eight other prisoners escaped—the only members of their families to survive. Cantor 
Goodfriend was liberated in 1945.   
He and his wife Betty eventually moved to Canada, where he began his musical 
training. Cantor Goodfriend spent the rest of his life educating others about the 
Holocaust. Over the years, I have heard from many children of Holocaust survivors that 
their parents never talked about the war and refused to answer any of their questions. 
Unlike Cantor Goodfriend’s openness, these other families maintained an unspoken and 
troubling secrecy.    
 As I left Emory that day, I remembered seeing a black and white newspaper 
picture of Cantor Goodfriend linking arms with a group of survivors who, for the first 
time, were returning to the concentration camp where they had been imprisoned. I think it 
was Auschwitz. The people in the picture were not just holding on; they were holding 
each other up. Like a cavalry line of horses, they meant to cross the entrance together.  
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 Several years ago, I served as an arbitrator for the International Commission for 
Holocaust Era Insurance Claims, where I decided claims made by Holocaust survivors 
and their families. The disputes involved attempts to obtain the proceeds of life insurance 
and dowry policies, purchased prior to the Holocaust, which European insurance 
companies had never paid out.  To support their claims, people sent me stories of their 
lives as Jews in Europe before the Nazis came to power. They had been educated, 
prominent members of their communities. One husband and wife sent me delicate, hand-
drawn sketches of their estate in Poland, complete with drawings of the servants, horses, 
and elaborate fountains in front of their home. They had owned the finest distillery in 
Poland. After hosting an exhibition of their liqueurs at the 1939 World’s Fair in New 
York City, they were returning home by ocean voyage. Germany had just invaded 
Poland, and their ship was halted on the high seas. They were taken to England, never to 
return to their children. Many other stories were equally heartbreaking. 
For some years now, I have been driven to viewing documentaries about the 
Holocaust and reading works by Victor Frankl, Bruno Bettelheim, prisoner accounts, 
fiction, historical non-fiction, and newspaper articles. I search for answers, for 
explanations, for reasons. I know the atrocities happened, I know what one human being 
did to another, and I still can’t believe it.  
One year after my visit to the Emory Archives, I made my own journey to 
Auschwitz, outside of Cracow, Poland. As I followed a guide through the buildings, one 
display took an entire room. Behind glass, the space was filled to overflowing with dolls 
and small shoes which were gray and still, piled one on top of another almost up to the 
ceiling. I imagined the little feet and little toes which had filled the shoes. The scene 
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looked like an enormous bonfire waiting to be lit. Black and white pictures on the walls 
showed live children with blank expressions, standing stiffly. Just like branding horses or 
cows, all the children had been tattooed with numbers. But I learned that, unlike adults 
who were marked on their arms, young children were tattooed elsewhere on their bodies 
because, as their arms grew, the numbers would become illegible. Another part of the 
body had been used—less subject to distortion. Although the Nazis, through their 
neurotic insistence on lists and accounting, sought to track each child, the reality was that 
most of the children would not live long enough for their numbers to reach the point of 
distortion.  
 After the tour, I turned and walked to the edge of the building and rubbed my 
hand over the red brick. It was hard, sharp, and unyielding. Built by the prisoners, the 
bricks were not neatly laid. Gray mortar looked frozen in time as it oozed out, as if the 
work had been done in haste, without using a trowel to clean off dripping mortar. Or 
perhaps the sloppy work had been a way to exert some semblance of control or show a 
breath of hostility or revenge.  
 I saw what I went to see—the platform for unloading cattle cars, the ubiquitous 
barbed wire fences, the crematoria’s dusty ovens, the guard stations, the Death Wall, the 
stacked levels of crowded, straw-covered bunks, the interrogation spaces, the dirty gray 
toilets all in a neat row, and the wooden gallows where the camp commander Rudolph 
Hoss was hanged, positioned so he would have a full view of the camp as he died.  
 Auschwitz is now a museum, unlike any other. Whereas some museums display 
Renaissance art, Country Western music, the history of professional baseball, or the 
development of aircraft which traveled to the moon, Auschwitz sits as a testament to the 
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consequences of human cruelty run amok. I may never understand. I may not want to 
understand. But I will always remember. 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Squeaky   
By Cookie Levine 
 
 
“Yessum, I be there in a minute.” With that lady yelling for me, I can’t hardly get 
a thing done. Here I am changing sheets in one room and she got to explain to me for the 
tenth go round how to use that fancy new dishwasher like I don’t know how to push them 
buttons.”  
“Now Florine, we need to be real careful here,” Mrs. Walters says. “This cost Mr. 
Walters a lot of money, and he’d be very upset if anything happened to the dishwasher. 
Took me long enough to talk him into it.” 
“Yessum,” I say. Can’t believe she gone do it again like I’m dumb as dirt. 
“This small white button on the right is the only one you push. Don’t be fooling 
with the others. So, here’s what we do. When we finish putting in the dishes, and don’t 
forget to put the silverware in so the pointed part is facing down, then we close it, latch it, 
and push that white button. Do we understand?” 
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“Yessum,” I say, hoping she don’t see me rolling my eyes.  
“Alright now,” she says, “I’ll be away for the rest of the afternoon, but I’ll be 
back before you leave. I’ll pay you then.” 
“Yessum, you go and have yourself a good ole afternoon,” I say. “Ain’t this your 
beauty parlor day?” 
“Well yes, usually, I do get my hair done on Wednesday, but Laura Elkins invited 
me to lunch at the club, and I couldn’t turn that down. She’s going to be the 1956 
president of the Ladies Auxiliary,” she says, lifting her eyebrows, making it sound like 
the most important lunch since the president came to town. “My hair will have to wait 
until tomorrow. Do you think it looks okay?” She give me a half smile like she knows it 
looks good but wants to hear me say it anyway. 
“Yessum, looks purty as a bird nest in the spring, the way it’s so fluffy on top. 
Right becoming too. Ain’t nobody’s hair gone look better than yours.” 
“Why, thank you, Florine. That’s nice of you,” she says. “I’ll be going now. Oh, 
by the way, I’m expecting a package from J.C. Penny. I bought some very expensive 
soap for the bathrooms. It smells heavenly. If it comes, go ahead and open the box and 
put some next to the tub and the shower.”   
“Yessum.” 
 She snatches up her purse and leaves out the side door, and I go back to the 
bedroom where I was changing sheets before I got interrupted. Took me more than an 
hour this morning to iron the sheets, and I’m sure not gone put any wrinkles back in em. I 
got to tuck the bottoms in real tight, just like she wants. She says her feet get cold if they 
come out from under the sheet. Seems to me she could put some sox on. But it ain’t none 
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of my business. I stack up the fancy pillows back on the bed. Who every heard of putting 
six pillows on a bed when two do just fine? White folk got to have more even when it 
ain’t needed. 
I go on back down to the kitchen thinking bout what I got to do when I get home. 
That sink in my kitchen been stopped up. Don’t know what’s wrong with it. But first I 
got to get my boys from they grandma’s house. They’d both been coughing bad this 
morning. Hope it’s some better. If not, I’ll have to carry em to the doctor tomorrow. Mrs. 
Walters gone have a fit if I do. She got her bridge ladies coming tomorrow night. Takes 
me half the day to set up her table and make all them sandwiches and cookies she likes to 
serve. It’s the apple-oatmeal cookies them ladies love. Mrs.Walters real famous for them 
cookies. She tell those ladies it’s an old family recipe. She right about that. It’s my old 
family recipe. I heard em last time they came. 
“Georgia Walters, I swear, I could kill for those cookies,” Lois Matthews said. 
“You got a jewel in Florine. I might try to steal her from you.” 
“Oh, Lois, don’t be silly,” Mrs. Walters said. “Your Purlie cooks just as good.” 
“Purlie’s good with chicken, honey, but when it comes to baking, she’s not worth 
a cent,” Lois answered. “They can’t cook everything, you know.” 
Those ladies don’t know nothing. Ain’t no better cook than Purlie. Don’t 
understand why they make such a fuss over the cookies anyway. Don’t take no genius to 
mix up batter. 
I finish washing up the breakfast dishes and put em in the dishwasher. Before I 
can turn it on, the doorbell rings. I walk on to the front and open the door and our 
mailman standing there holding a brown box. 
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“Good morning, Florine,” he says, “How you doing this fine day?” 
“Can’t be complaining, Mr. Moore,” I say, “Things can always be worse.” 
“I got something for you from J. C. Penney’s. It don’t weigh too much.”  
“Must be that new soap Mrs. Walters telling me about. Heard it smells just 
heavenly.”   
“I best be getting on, Florine. Sure nice to see you.” 
“Bye bye,” I answer. 
I go in the kitchen, get the scissors out of the drawer, and cut the tape on the box. 
As I open the top and take out the tissue paper, I see six bars of soap, each one wrapped 
in white paper with fancy red stickers. I bend over closer and sniff the most wonderful 
thing I ever put my nose to—like flowers just been cut from the yard.  
Taking out three bars, I close up the box and leave it on the counter. I head back 
toward the bedrooms, carrying the soap. First, I set one inside the shower in the bathroom 
off the guest bedroom, and then I put another one next to the sink in the hall bathroom.  
Holding the last soap, I go on in to Mrs. Walters’s bathroom, which I hadn’t 
cleaned yet. Just looking at her big tub makes me tired already cause I know there ain’t 
no way to clean it but to take my shoes off and get in it. Last time, I almost broke my 
neck.  I reach under the counter and pull out the comet and sponge. I turn around and take 
another smell of the soap. Lordy, it smells good.  I just stand there awhile thinking bout 
that soap smell. Don’t know how it happened, but I start thinking bout that tub full of hot 
water and soap smelling so good. She’d kill me for sure. But she ain’t here, and I’m wore 
out today, and this tub’s just sitting in front of me asking me to come on. Fore I know it, 
I’m pulling my starched uniform over my head, taking off my just-been-polished white 
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shoes, my slip and my undies, and I’m turning on that water full blast til it gets nice and 
warm. I unwrap the soap, set it in the fancy dish, and step in. I sit down, lay back, and 
sink into the water like a fish flopping around in the ocean. If I die tomorrow, I’ll know 
how good it feels being in this tub just like white folks do every day and don’t think a 
thing of it. After a while, I take the soap, dip it in the water, and lather it all over me. 
Ain’t nothing ever been so nice. I could stay here till next year. I splash around, and 
finally I rinse myself off and stand up. I take the comet and sponge and clean the tub real 
good. Can’t be leaving any little black hairs there. When it looks clean enough, I climb 
out and reach for a soft towel on the rack—the yellow one with blue flowers—and 
proceed to dry myself real slow, a little at a time. May as well use her lotion sitting on the 
shelf. She just has it there for show. I rub it all over my dark skin, which never felt so 
good. I dry off the soap and the water in the soap dish. After I put my clothes back on, I 
take the towel downstairs to wash it.  
*  *  * 
Just as I finish cleaning the bathrooms, I hear Mrs. Walters pulling her car in the 
garage.  
“Florine,” she calls, “where are you?” 
“Just finishing up the bathrooms, Mrs. Walters,” I say. “Be there in a minute.” 
As soon as I walk in the kitchen, she starts talking. 
“You should have seen us, Florine,” she says. “The entire executive board of the 
auxiliary was there, and we were all sitting at one big table. And they took pictures! I’m 
sure they’ll be in tomorrow’s paper. Isn’t that something! ”   
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“Yessum, sho is. I’m gone get that paper off the ground first thing tomorrow 
morning. Mr. Walters gone be real proud of you.” 
“Yes, he will, Florine,” she says. “It’s almost like I took a big step forward today. 
But I know it’s hard for you to imagine that.” 
“Oh, yessum,” I say. “I got a pretty good idea.”  I’m hoping she don’t get close 
enough to see how good I smell.  
“Speaking of Mr. Walters,” she says, “did you use the new dishwasher yet?” 
“No mam, not just yet. Been too busy, but the dishes are all ready to be washed. I 
put em all in just like you say.” 
“That’s good,” she says. “Since I’m here, let me watch you do it.” 
I go open the dishwasher, pour the powder in the little cup, close the door and pull 
the silver latch across it, and push the white button. It starts right up. 
“Guess it’s working fine,” I say. 
“That was very good, Florine, “she says. 
“Yessum. Don’t you be worrying yoself, Mrs. Walters. When I get finished in this 
house, everything gone be real clean.”    
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Nell  
By Cookie Levine 
 
Chapter Three 
 A week had passed since Nell started the job, and she and Belinda had come to 
some agreement. Nell wouldn’t be challenging the status quo where Belinda was 
concerned, and Belinda would have Nell’s lunch ready at noon. Most of the time, Nell ate 
in silence while Belinda peeled potatoes, made cornbread for dinner, or scrubbed the pots 
she’d used to cook oatmeal for breakfast.    
One day during the second week, as Nell was beginning to eat the other half of 
her sandwich, Belinda asked, “How old are you, Nell? Or should I say Miz Nell?” 
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“Naw, Miz Belinda, I’m the one who’s respecting you. You can just call me Nell. 
And I’m 26 years. Truth is, some days I feel like I’m 60.” Nell turned her face to look at 
Belinda and smiled. 
“You nothing but a young thing, Nell. I’ll be 68 on my next birthday,” Belinda 
answered. 
Nell said, “I wouldn’t be knowing your age unless you told me. You’re a 
handsome woman, Miz Belinda.” 
“I got more wrinkles and aches and pains than these dried up potatoes over here. I 
got to throw them away. One day this family going to be throwing me away just like the 
potatoes,” Belinda said, as she let out a small giggle. 
“Seems like this family been pretty good to you.” Nell was making a comment 
but also asking a question. 
Belinda answered, “Yeah, that’s so, as long as I know my place. But I been living 
with it that way for so long, I don’t know no different.” 
“I know everybody’s got their own way of doing things, Miz Belinda. Not for me 
to say which way is right. I know sometimes my mouth gonna get me in big trouble.” 
“Maybe so, Nell, but it must feel pretty good to be saying what’s in your mind 
instead of always shutting it up. Some years ago, there was a time or two when I wanted 
to do that. I was scared though. I was always scared, I’m shamed to say.” Belinda took 
the pot she finished rinsing and laid it on the drain board.  
“No reason to be shamed, Miz Belinda,” Nell said, “Times changed since you 
were my age. Not much gotten better, but some. I get scared too sometimes, but more 
than that, I get mad, and my mad pushes out the scared.”  
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“I haven’t told you this, but I’m glad those two children are calling me Miz 
Belinda. It makes me feel good. Before, they called me by name just like they’d be 
calling their dog Sparky. They still calling the gardener Roland, and that fine colored 
gentleman at least 70 years old and been working here longer than me. That ain’t right 
either.” Belinda sounded angry now, surprising Nell. 
“I guess we gonna have to work on that next,” Nell answered. She gave Belinda a 
wink, and surprisingly, Belinda winked back.  
* * * * 
Late each afternoon, Nell walked back down the long road to the bus for the ride 
home. Sitting on the rickety bus, listening to the squeaks and rattles and feeling a bump 
every time the bus went over a hole, Nell breathed a sigh of exhaustion as she watched 
the neighborhoods and houses change. The green lawns and iron gates gave way to small 
houses in disrepair—some boarded up where windows should have been. Sidewalks 
became non-existent, and street lights disappeared.  
On the way home, she passed the Calhoun Elementary School—the one for 
whites that Catherine and Carter attended. She saw the playground filled with jungle 
gyms and shiny swings, and sandboxes overflowing with toys. There was even a large 
field for playing ball with goals at each end. The area in front of the school was clean, 
free of trash, and none of the windows were broken. There was a sign in front of the 
school which said: “PTA Cookout Night on Saturday.” The school was red brick, and it 
looked tidy and inviting. The sign showing carpool parking was printed in black letters 
and was easy to read. 
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Nell thought how different this school was from the one Fontana and Jolann went 
to. She imagined what went on in Catherine and Carter’s school. She had seen their 
school books at home, newer than anything her girls had. They weren’t even torn apart or 
written all over. Nell had spent hours taping pages back together, so her girls could read 
the words in their books. She had watched Carter as he used a workbook to do his math 
problems. She had picked it up and turned the pages, amazed at how helpful it would be 
in learning math. Her girls had never had a workbook. When they didn’t understand their 
math, she and Elwin had done what they could to explain. They’d taken dried peas and 
beans and divided them into groups on the kitchen table, trying to help the girls with 
addition and subtraction.  
The girls’ teacher never gave them extra problems to work on, even when they 
kept telling Nell they didn’t understand. She worried about how her girls would learn 
things in their school. She and Elwin tried to help out at the school, but now that Nell was 
working, she was getting home later and was too tired to go to meetings at night. 
The bus finally reached its last stop, dropping her off in her own neighborhood. 
Several other ladies exited and walked together, holding their bags. Some contained their 
work clothes; others held leftover food from their jobs. In addition to clothes, the white 
families were always giving food to the maids. Nell didn’t take handouts, so she didn’t 
come home with any. 
That evening, as Nell walked in the house, Nana met her at the door.  
“Nell, I hate to be telling you this, cause I know you got to go to work Thursday, 
but I can’t be staying with the girls. Uncle Louis up and died, and I’ll be leaving 
Wednesday night to drive with cousin Carry to Eastman to the funeral. I sure am sorry, 
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and Thursday’s the day the girls don’t have school. They brought a note home today 
saying it was a teacher’s working day or something.” 
“Oh my goodness,” Nell said, “I got nobody else to watch the girls. They can’t 
stay by themselves. Elwin can’t take off work, and Miz King already told me she got lots 
for me to do on Thursday cause she’s having a big party Friday night.” 
“Why don’t you just take ‘em with you to work?” Nana said. 
Nell answered, “Are you fooling, Nana? Take them girls with me so they can see 
how fine those white folks live? Those white children with all those fancy toys? They’d 
come back here thinking they lived in an old, dirty place with worn out everything. And 
that’d be true.”  
“Well, they got to learn sometime how white folks live,” Nana said, “I wouldn’t 
worry bout those girls. They know who loves them, and home is home. No place else 
they’d want to be.” 
“Probably so, but I don’t know if Miz King would even let me bring the girls. 
Funny as she is, she might not want colored children in the house,” Nell said, “Something 
might rub off on Catherine and Carter.” Nell was halfway joking and halfway not. 
“Tomorrow’s Tuesday, Nell. Just ask her bout it. If she wants you at work that 
bad, she’s gonna have to let you bring the girls. It’d just be for one day. I’ll be back 
Thursday night.”   
When Nell got to work the next day, she changed clothes and walked into the 
kitchen. She passed Belinda, who was coming in the door and heading for the bathroom 
to change her clothes. Mrs. King walked into the kitchen, carrying a cup of coffee in one 
hand and the newspaper in the other. She wasn’t dressed yet and wore a flowing yellow 
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robe with long sleeves and gold brocade running down the front. Nell thought she looked 
kind of funny. 
“Oh, good morning Nell,” she said, “As soon as I get dressed, I want to go over 
my plans for the party. I’ll show you the serving pieces and the silver that will need 
cleaning before Friday.” 
“Nell said, “That’d be fine, Miz King, but I got to talk to you about something 
first.”  
“Alright, what is it?” Mrs. King put the coffee cup on the counter and looked at 
her, a little miffed at having her plan interrupted. 
“This coming Thursday, my husband’s momma has to go to a funeral, and…..” 
“What’s this got to do with me?” Mrs. King chimed in before Nell could even 
finish talking. 
“Well, she looks after my girls every day til I get home,” Nell said. 
“Oh, I didn’t know you had children.” 
Nell said, “You never asked me, Miz King. I got two girls. They’re a little 
younger than Carter and Catherine.”   
“So what are you saying?” 
“I sure don’t want to miss work on Thursday, what with your party coming up, 
but I go nobody to leave my girls with. My husband got to go to work. So I was thinking, 
if it’s alright with you, I could bring em to work with me.” Nell spoke clearly and non-
apologetically.  
Mrs. King paused for a moment and said, “Here…you want to bring them here?  
What would they do all day?” 
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“Oh, they’d be doing their school work part of the time, and they could help me 
for sure with all that silver polishing. They pretty good at dusting too.” 
“This is most unusual, Nell. Carter and Catherine have never had any colored 
children in the house. They wouldn’t know what to do. It might make them very 
uncomfortable,” Mrs King continued. 
“I wouldn’t worry about Carter and Catherine, Miz King, They’ve seen colored 
children before. Just not in their house. My girls probably be lots more uncomfortable 
than yours, but if you need me bad on Thursday, I don’t know another way.” 
Mrs. King thought for a moment and said, “I’ll have to check this out with Mr. 
King, you understand, but if that’s the only way to have you here on Thursday, then I 
guess we may have to do it. I’ll let you know tomorrow.” 
“Yessum,” Nell answered. 
When Nell got home that night, she told Nana what happened. 
“She didn’t say no. Course she’s got to check with Mr. King,” Nell said, “I hope 
I’m doing the right thing taking my girls.” 
Nana answered, “They’ll be fine. Don’t you worry.” 
The next day on Wednesday, after Nell got to work, Belinda walked into the 
kitchen. Nell stopped getting her supplies together and said, “Miz Belinda, Miz King 
gonna tell me this morning if it’s okay for me to bring my girls with me tomorrow ‘cause 
I go nobody to look after them.” 
“Say what?” Belinda said, with an incredulous look.  
“Their Nana, who usually keeps em, has to be gone to a funeral.” 
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“What you thinking, Nell?” These white children here ain’t never been around no 
coloreds. They gonna have a fit. That’s a crazy notion you got.” 
“Oh, I don’t think it’s gonna be so bad. If Miz King says I can bring em, I’m 
gonna do it.” Nell answered. “My girls gonna have to meet white children sometimes.” 
“Lord, have mercy, What’s next?” Belinda said as she left the kitchen.  
Later that morning, Mrs. King told Nell she would allow her to bring her girls on 
Thursday. She stressed that she expected Nell to do her full share of work, as she would 
be gone most of the day. She told Nell she would have to rely on her to monitor her girls 
while making sure Carter and Catherine were taken care of after lunch. 
That night, Nell and Elwin had a talk with Jolann and Fontana.  
Nell explained, “Listen to me, now, just for tomorrow, since Nana’s gonna be 
away, I’m taking you both to work with me.  Nana be back on Friday.” 
“But Moma,” Jolann said, “I don’t want to go to no white folks’ house.” 
“How come, baby? I go there every day.” 
Then Fontana said, “What’s it like there, Moma? What we gonna do there?” 
“You’re gonna be with me,” Nell said, “You’re gonna take your school books and 
practice your lessons, and maybe you can help me shine the lady’s silver. It’s just for one 
day. And she got two children a little older than you. Their names are Carter and 
Catherine. They pretty good children.” 
“I’m scared, Moma, I’m scared to go over there,” Jolann said. 
“What you scared of, baby?” Nell said. 
“I don’t know. What if they’re ugly to me like that lady in the shoe store was?” 
Jolann’s voice got smaller. 
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It had been several months ago, on a Saturday, when Nell had taken both girls 
downtown to the dry goods store to buy shoes for school. They had walked past the front 
door of the store and saw a white family with their children going in. Nell and the girls 
had gone around to the side door of the store where a sign over it said “colored.”  
When they entered the store, they had sat in the rear, on a long wooden bench just 
for coloreds. There was another mother and son next to them. The boy had tried on a pair 
of shoes, and they listened as the sales woman talked to his mother. 
“These shoes right here just fine for your son. You gonna buy them?”  
The mother had said, “Don’t rightly know. Didn’t I see a different pair in the 
window that would fit my boy?” 
“Those shoes you saw cost too much. No way you going to pay that much. These 
shoes are better. They don’t cost as much. No sense my wasting my time running to get 
them. We’re busy in here.” the saleswoman had said. 
“Alright,” the mother had said, “these be fine then.”   
The mother had pulled out a wad of money from her purse and handed it to the 
saleswoman, who took it and said, “Look at this mess. Take me five minutes just to 
straighten it out.” She had left the bench, gone to the front to make change, and had 
returned with the shoes in a bag. No other words had been exchanged. The mother had 
taken the bag and her son’s hand and left the store. 
At the time, Nell had thought about how that lady’s green money was just as good 
as the white folks’ green money. She bit her tongue only because she didn’t want to make 
trouble, and her girls needed shoes.  
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Her girls had watched the whole scene. Fontana said, “Momma, why that lady 
talking so ugly to the woman? She didn’t do nothing wrong.” 
“That’s because she doesn’t know any better. That lady acting like she better than 
anybody else, but it ain’t so, and you remember that.” Nell said. 
“But Moma,” Fontana went on, “why we coming in a different door from the 
white children over there? I like the door they went in better than the one we went in.” 
Nell answered, “Listen, girls, it gonna take some time for white folks to 
understand how smart coloreds are. They just scared, most of ‘em, that coloreds might 
just be smarter than they are. They just holding on tight. But the time gonna come when 
we all going in one door.” 
“When, Moma, when we gonna do that?” Jolann asked. “I don’t like our door.” 
“I can’t say, honey, but believe your Moma, it’s gonna happen.” Nell didn’t know 
how to say it any better. She felt every sting and put-down like a slap in the face. She 
knew whatever her girls heard went down deep inside of them and would stay there. She 
wished she could wrap Jolann and Fontana up in a soft cloth and keep them that way until 
maybe things in Calhoun would get different.   
*  *  * 
 Nell continued her conversation with Jolann about going to Mrs. King’s house the 
next day. “Honey,” Nell said to Jolann, “We can’t be hiding our heads in the dirt. I bet 
Miz King’s children ain’t spent no time around colored children either. Bout time they 
learned a thing or two. I can’t think of no better way than them meeting my two 
sweethearts right here. What you say bout that?”  
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 “OK, Moma, but we’re just going for one day, and if we don’t like it, we gonna 
wait outside til you get finished,” Jolann said.  
 “That’s fine,” Nell replied. “Now you get your clothes out for tomorrow, hop in 
that bathtub, and get ready for bed. We gonna be leaving early in the morning cause we 
got a long bus ride. I’m right proud of you girls.” She hugged them both.  
 Later that night, as she and Elwin were lying in bed, Nell said, “I hope I’m doing 
the right thing, honey. If it turns out to be a bad time, it’ll be my fault. Maybe it’s better 
to keep whites and coloreds apart.” 
 “Baby, I wouldn’t worry none,” Elwin said. “They smart girls and they can handle 
themselves. Remember when the boy down the street called Nana an old cow and 
Fontana pushed him down and told him to keep his mouth shut about her Nana?” 
 “Lord,” I sure don’t want no fightin,” Nell said. “This job’d be over real quick.”   
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Baby Blue 
By Cookie Levine 
 
 
 I want the room to be blue. It’s got to be blue. The walls should be painted and 
then brushed with a damp sponge to look like water, like the ocean. I want plastic sea 
shells in all kinds of shapes to stick on the walls. And plastic fish, guppies and yellow 
blowfish, stuck on like they’re swimming.  
 Boots will be in fashion this spring. Leather with skinny heels. The ones I got last 
year were uncomfortable. Too tight on my legs. A little elastic around the top will make 
them fit much better. Brown is good. It goes with everything. I’ll just have to get rid of 
the ones from last year. No sense taking up room in the closet.  Next week will be a good 
time to get over to Macy’s for the sale. Maybe Judy will go with me. She’s always up for 
shopping.  
  I want a mobile over the crib with little stuffed animals hanging down, twirling 
around. I want a big stuffed dolphin sitting in the corner, to measure him against as he 
gets bigger. I want one of those lamps where the shade lights up and makes pictures of 
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the stars and the moon on the ceiling. The other room was pink. It didn’t work. She didn’t 
make it. I didn’t make it. It must have been the wrong color. This time I want blue.  
  
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stunning 
By Cookie Levine 
 
 
 The competition would begin in forty-five minutes. The makeup artist went to 
work on Emily’s fresh, naked face. 
With a wet sponge, he carefully applied a medium-colored foundation over 
smooth skin, covering the blemish on her right cheek under her eye—the result of a 
tumble. Eyebrows had been tweezed the night before, eliminating redness on the delicate 
skin. She held her head still as the artist added eye shadow in a dewy lilac. Liner came 
next, followed by mascara to enlarge the whites of her eyes. The finale was lipstick—
Shiny Rose Petal. What a face. What a smile.   
 Her thick brown hair was coifed on top, with the ends tucked under and secured 
with a rhinestone clip. A blue sequined dress with thin straps—fitted to show off her 
slender legs in shimmering hose and heels.  Done. Perfect.   
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 Her mother called, “Emily, don’t forget. You’re number four to go on .Please 
make sure all your Barbie dolls are put away.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             
Culinary Art 
By Cookie Levine 
 
 
Martha saw her husband’s secretary in the grocery store. Darlene—a young thing 
with frizzy blond hair, peering at the spices like she didn’t know one from another.  Must 
have been there on her lunch break. Martha stayed next to the baking goods and watched. 
Wearing a short skirt, fitted sweater, and hovering on skinny heels, Darlene clicked her 
way down the aisle, stopping to grab a bottle of ketchup. Martha followed her until she 
got to the meat counter, where Darlene fumbled with the packages, comparing sizes. 
Turning around and walking back to the front, Martha paid for flour and a carton of eggs 
and left the store. 
Jim had introduced them at the company party on Saturday night. Darlene’s red 
dress had clung to every one of her curves. Her unflawed face had a fresh look, and she 
held her shoulders back, claiming every inch of her ample body. Coming back from the 
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ladies room, Martha had seen them brush hands. She said nothing, but she knew.  Darlene 
had been on the job for three months, and Jim had missed enough dinners at home. It had 
been nothing but games when he had called this morning. 
“Can’t get home tonight, Martha,” he said. “The company in Roanoke wants their 
pension plans in the works by the end of the week. Don’s on vacation, so I’ve got to 
hustle.”  
“No problem,” Martha said. “Janet wants me to go to a movie. I’ll see you later.” 
She hung up, sure that Don wasn’t on vacation and Janet had never called.  
Martha drove away from the grocery store and stopped at the cleaners. She had 
left several blouses there a week ago. The store was new in town, and the owners seemed 
nice enough. She took special pains to show them the stain on her white blouse from the 
pasta sauce, which had splattered when she dropped the bottle a few days earlier. Her 
apron had been in the hamper, so she hadn’t worn it that night. Martha ended up throwing 
the cooked pasta in the garbage can. She thought about picking up another apron on the 
way home, but decided to wait for a sale. And she reminded herself to call for a manicure 
appointment.  
* * * * 
Jim pushed his chair away from the desk, stood up, and stretched his arms 
overhead. Then he leaned over and reached for his toes, causing his thick hair to fall over 
his eyes. I’ve got to get back to running, he thought, before I put on any more weight. 
Ten pounds is enough, and I feel sluggish. He walked over to the window and stood 
looking at the river which spanned the length of the road outside his office building. The 
sun was going down, dropping shadows on the water. A couple of college crewing teams 
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were competing, and he watched each team’s oars moving with finely-tuned precision. 
As one boat slid past the other, he heard the winning crew yell. That had been his favorite 
sport in college. When all the guys in the boat clicked, there was nothing better. 
Another hour at the office, and he’d be ready to leave. Just enough time to make it 
to Darlene’s by seven. She was making some fancy dish tonight. She’d been talking 
about it all week, but, judging by her other cooking, Jim doubted she’d be able to pull it 
off. But he had to give her credit—she tried hard.  
He sat back down, pulled out the file on a prospective client’s financial plan, and 
began to run the numbers. He listed a few options and decided which one he’d 
recommend at their meeting next Monday.  The CEO had been a real bastard to deal with. 
The guy didn’t trust anybody, and he let them know that he’d go with the cheapest bid on 
the account. If that’s the way he felt, Jim thought, let him take the damn thing somewhere 
else.  
He finished working and closed the file, putting it in a wire basket, reminding 
himself to discuss it with his partner before the meeting. He walked over to the closet, 
opened the door, and reached for his sport coat. It hung next to the extra suit he kept there 
in case something came up. After fifteen years, he and his partner had decided that 
dressing down worked just fine for their office.  
As he began to take the sport coat off the hanger, his hand brushed against the tie 
rack attached to the wall. Jim stopped, took a breath, and ran his hand down the length of 
the tie. He pulled it off the rack and stood there. It was a wide navy tie with Mickey 
Mouse figures all over it—so stupid-looking it was funny. At first he smiled, and then he 
felt a gurgle in his throat which worked its way up into his head. He threw the tie back in, 
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pushing the door closed and stood with his back to the closet, holding it shut. As his 
breathing slowed, Jim turned around and opened the door again, picking the tie up off the 
floor and brushing it off.  
He took it over to the sofa next to the wall with windows. Slumping onto the 
cushions, he propped his legs on the table and put the tie around his neck, holding one 
end. Five years, he thought, and it seems like five days. Abigail. We’d loved the name—
so old-fashioned. We’d thought about Eleanor or Beatrice, but decided on Abigail. Even 
at two or three, she’d grown right into her name with her curls and her love of dresses. 
Sometimes on Saturday, he’d brought her to the office. She always wanted him to pick 
her up and show her the river. She’d ask him if the water was cold, and he’d tell her it 
was. The call came on a Saturday night when Abigail was sixteen. Her friend had been 
driving them back from a concert. No one knew what happened.   
The phone rang, and Jim sat up, disoriented, still holding the tie. 
“Hello, Mr. Boss,” Darlene said, “I’m headed home in a few minutes. I’ll see you 
at seven?”  
“Sure,” Jim said. “See you then.” 
“Are you okay?” she asked. “You sound like you’ve been sleeping.” 
“No, I’m fine.” Jim answered. 
“That’s good,” she said. “I don’t want you falling asleep on me tonight. Or maybe 
I do.” He heard her giggle.  
“You don’t have to worry,” Jim said. “See you later.” He hung up the phone, took 
off the tie and put it back on the hook in the closet, covering it with another tie. 
* * * * 
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Martha pulled the car into the garage, careful to stop when she felt her front tires 
hit the plastic bumpers. Although the painter had done a satisfactory job, the color of the 
white paint on the wall in front of her was still a little off. After the carpenter replaced the 
sheetrock, no one could tell there had ever been a hole there.  
She grabbed the grocery bag and went to get the mail. In the sun, the bright red 
and yellow flowers painted on the mailbox popped out from the green background. I 
know she would have been an artist, Martha thought. Anyone who saw what she’d done 
with the mailbox could tell. Martha removed the mail and walked back toward the house.  
She set her things down on the kitchen counter. Her throat felt dry, so she took a 
glass from the cabinet and poured a glass of water. Taking the flour and eggs out of the 
bag, she hoped she had enough sugar in the pantry. If not, she’d have to go back to the 
store. She should have remembered to get some, she thought. No, she wouldn’t go back. 
If there wasn’t enough, she’d borrow some from Nancy next door, who had recently 
asked to use her maple syrup. You’d think if a person knew they were going to make 
pancakes, they’d have maple syrup on hand. But not Nancy.  
Pulling a bowl from the cabinet, Martha mixed in the flour, eggs, and other 
ingredients. She was a little low on sugar but thought it would be fine. As she mixed the 
batter, she considered whether she should put in chocolate chips this time. Before, she 
used chopped apples. Deciding on the chocolate, she threw in a handful and then added 
walnuts. She poured the batter in two round pans and put them in the oven.  
With forty minutes to wait, Martha sat in the den and looked at a new catalogue 
from the department store. They were showing scarves this year, more than ever. It was 
good to have color around your face, she thought. Almost every picture showed scarves 
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accessorizing the outfits. The timer from the kitchen went off, and Martha removed the 
pans from the oven, lightly pushing the top of each and using a toothpick, making sure 
they were done. Leaving them on a wire rack to cool, she picked up the phone. 
“Hi, Janet. It’s me,” Martha said. 
“Hey,” Janet said. “What’s going on? You didn’t call this morning.” 
“Oh, I got tied up with a few things,” Martha answered. “Jim’s got to work 
tonight. Are you up for a movie?” 
“Sure, why not?” Janet said. 
“I’ll pick you up in forty-five minutes. Can you check the paper?” 
“Yep. See you then,” Janet answered. 
Martha waited a while for the pans to cool, ran a knife around the edges, and 
removed the cakes. The butter-cream frosting went between the layers and on top. With a 
firm hand, she picked up the tube of yellow icing, punctured the top, and moved it across 
the cake……..Happy Birthday Abigail. 
She opened the cabinet, tossed the half-empty tube in the trash can, and washed 
her hands. After drying them on a paper towel, she applied some lotion. Grabbing her car 
keys, Martha left the house, intending to buy more sugar on the way to Janet’s.   
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The Garden 
By Cookie Levine 
 
 
 I knew it was coming when my wife died. It wasn’t a sudden thing, like a heart 
attack or an aneurysm or a blood clot that takes you out quick. They say that’s the best 
way to go—leaving life like the soap bubbles children blow through a plastic ring. They 
pop, and they’re gone.  
 We found out Sonia was sick several years ago. It was late October, about the 
time we pulled the last of the tomatoes from the garden. At breakfast that morning, she 
had on her pink robe—a frilly thing with ruffles down the front. Her gray hair was pulled 
back and tied with the silver clip I’d bought her when we took a cruise to Greece.   
“Joseph, when are you going to do something about those slippers?” she said, as 
we sat at the kitchen table. “They’re falling apart. I can see the strings coming loose on 
each side.”   
  “I don’t want to think about breaking in a new pair,” I answered. 
 “If I bring some home, will you wear them?” she asked. 
 “Forget it, honey. Not until these soles come off.” I said. “So what time is your 
doctor’s appointment? Is it 2:00 or 2:30?” 
“It’s 2:00,” she said. “I still feel a little bloated. I can’t figure out what it’s from.” 
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“Let’s don’t worry until we see the doctor,” I said. “It’s probably nothing.” I 
reached over to touch her hand, and her fingers felt tense. After fifty-five years, I could 
tell such things.  
 We had plum jam on our toast that morning. Sonia made it with fruit from the 
Mirabel plum tree next to our back door. It grew from a small cutting, and we weren’t 
sure it would live. Sonia insisted we talk to the tree. Once I heard her singing in French, 
since that was where the fruit originated. As I scooped out a thick portion of the jam with 
my spoon, I grabbed a piece of bread to catch the drips. Taking a bite, the tang of the 
plums came first, followed by the inside sweetness, which melted in my mouth. 
 After breakfast, we worked in the garden, digging up the last of the plants. Two 
months earlier, red and yellow peppers had decorated our patio like polka dots. Our first 
attempt at melons had produced luscious, yellow fruit, and when the strawberries poked 
out through the leaves, we had fed them to each other like giddy children sharing cotton 
candy at the fair.  
As we’d gotten older, holding the hose had become harder to do, so I’d rigged up 
soaker hoses, attached them to the faucet, and laid them between the plants. The first time 
I tried out the new system, water sprayed all over Sonia. I could hear her laughter as she 
twirled around in her wet dress, showing the outline of her breasts, which were still 
beautiful.   
We got ready to go. Sonia had a persistent achiness in her stomach. Her doctor 
felt some enlargement and wanted her to see a specialist and have an ultrasound. We got 
to the office early. Afterwards, the doctor sat with us. 
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“The ultrasound shows a mass on your right ovary,” she told us. “We need to 
remove it as soon as possible. I won’t know anything for sure until we get a biopsy.”   
“Could it be cancer?” Sonia asked. 
“It’s possible,” the doctor said, “but we really need to wait for the biopsy. Let’s 
get the surgery scheduled first.”  She took Sonia’s hand. 
After setting up the procedure for the following week, we left the office. It began 
to rain, and we huddled under my umbrella. 
“Joseph,” Sonia said. “I need to be alone for a while. I need some time for myself 
right now.”  
“But don’t you want me with you?” I answered, impatiently. “Don’t you need 
me? 
“Of course I need you, sweetheart,” she said. “It’s just that I must sort things 
through in my own mind. Please understand.” 
“What do you mean? You want go away somewhere?”  
“No, silly, “she answered. “I just want to go across the street and have some tea. 
Could you wait for me?” 
“Oh..okay. I get it,” I said. “I’ll go in the bookstore. You come get me there. 
Here’s the umbrella.” I kissed her and watched her cross the street and go into the pastry 
shop. I went into the bookstore, flipped the pages of a few best sellers, and wandered 
around until I found the section on health and medicine. There must have been a hundred 
books on cancer. I pulled out one on cancer in women and skimmed the section on 
ovarian cancer. The whole thing was awful—how you didn’t know about it until it was 
too late and how the survival rate was low. I slammed the book shut and looked around, 
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afraid that Sonia would see me pouring over the book. Maybe it wouldn’t be cancer at all; 
maybe they’d find some kind of benign cyst. I put the book back and walked away. I 
went to the gardening section and found a book on heirloom tomatoes, a variety we’d 
talked about planting but never had. That’s what we’ll do, I thought, look to the future, to 
next spring when we would plant heirloom tomatoes. I paid for the book and sat in a chair 
near the window, close to the front of the store. Looking out, I saw Sonia leave the shop. 
“Well, how was your tea?” I asked. 
“Delicious,” she said, “and so was the chocolate croissant. I went for the most 
fattening thing on the menu.” 
“Feel better?” I asked. 
“As a matter of fact, I do,” she said. “And I’ve come to a decision about 
something.” 
“Now what? I was afraid to ask.   
 “We will get a dog,” she said.   
“Are you joking?” I said, “This is no time to get a dog.” 
‘I disagree, Joseph,” she said. “You will need company.” 
“Sonia,” I pleaded, “You’re jumping the gun here. You may be perfectly fine. 
You shouldn’t assume the worst. And I know nothing about dogs. You know I never had 
one. If anything is wrong, I’ll need to be looking after you. I won’t have time for a dog. 
Have you lost your mind?”  
“Not at all,” she said calmly. “We’ll wait until after the surgery. If the news is 
bad, a dog will take our minds off my being sick. And we won’t get a puppy. We’ll get an 
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older dog that’s mature and already housebroken. I’m asking this one thing of you, 
Joseph.  
* * * * 
Maggie Mae came into our lives four weeks later—after Sonia’s surgery and 
devastating biopsy report, her recuperation and another doctor’s visit, and her relentless 
calls to organizations that placed rescue dogs. She seemed more determined than ever. It 
was a Sunday, and we drove an hour into the country. 
“I have a good feeling about this, Joseph,” Sonia said. “She looks adorable in the 
pictures. A five-year-old dog is just about right. Thirty pounds is a good size, don’t you 
think?” 
“I think we’re making a huge mistake. I want it understood that we can return her 
if it doesn’t work out,” I said. “Did you make that clear?” 
“Of course I did,” she said.   
We heard barking as we pulled up to an old brick home set back from the road. 
Tall camellia bushes filled with pink blossoms grew in the yard. We knocked, and a 
young girl about seventeen opened the door. 
“Well, hi,” she said. “Betcha you’re here for Maggie Mae. I’ll get my mom.”  We 
stepped into the small foyer and saw the remnants of a roll of toilet paper draped along 
the floor followed by two puppies and a large dog in pursuit. An older version of the 
teenager appeared.  
“Hi there, I’m Lee Ann. Come on over. Let’s get you introduced.” 
As we went around the corner, we saw a dog lying on a braided rug. Sonia bent 
down, rubbed her head, and the dog wagged her tail. Maggie Mae was a black and white 
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Brittany Spaniel. Sonia had researched the breed and found out they were hunting dogs, 
used to retrieving game. Maggie Mae licked her hand. I stood there as Sonia offered the 
dog a new toy, which she smelled and immediately took. 
Sonia smiled and said, “Looks like we’re off to a good start.”  
“I can tell you this,” Lee Ann said. “She’s been as good a dog as I’ve had. No 
tearing stuff up or accidents in the house. She knows a few obedience commands. Only 
problem I’ve seen is that she’s scared of thunderstorms. Knows when one’s coming, too.”     
“Lee Ann, I know my wife told you that we’re just trying this,” I said. “It might 
not work out.” 
“I understand,” she answered. “You can bring her back. I’m not going anywhere. 
Don’t think I’ll have much trouble placing her.”  
* * * * 
I drove home that day while Sonia sat in the back seat with Maggie Mae’s head in 
her lap. Every time I looked in the rear view mirror, I saw Sonia stroking the dog, who 
was sleeping. 
“Joseph, isn’t she something? Sonia said. “I think she already knows my scent. 
Her coat is so soft. I can tell they took good care of her.” 
“Uh huh,” I answered.  
When we got home, Maggie Mae smelled everything in the house, including the 
sofa. She took extra time sniffing in the kitchen, especially under the table and chairs. 
Sonia had bought her a red sleeping pad with paw prints on it, which she put in our 
bedroom. She had read that dogs loved to sleep in the bedroom where their owner’s scent 
was strongest.  
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“Lee Ann said it would take her a few days to learn her way round,” Sonia said.  
“I don’t want her getting on the sofa or the bed,” I said. “I just won’t have it.” 
“Of course not, Joseph,” Sonia said. “She’ll adjust to the way we do things. I’m 
going to get that old rug from the closet and put it in the den for her.” As Sonia left the 
room, I saw Maggie Mae watch her go and then look up at me. Her eyes were a deep 
brown, surrounded by white fur with black splotches. Sonia returned with the rug, laid it 
on the floor, and patted it with her hand. The dog trotted over, licked Sonia’s hand, and 
stretched out on the rug.  
“Can you believe this?” Sonia said with a lilt in her voice. “She’s making herself 
at home.”  
“It’s just the first day,” I said. “We shouldn’t make any decisions yet.” 
“Oh Joseph,” Sonia chided me. “Don’t be negative. At least give her a chance. If 
you don’t like her, she’ll sense that. You told me you’d try.” 
* * * * 
The weeks that followed had not gone well. When Sonia began to clean out 
closets and drawers, I got angry. 
“Why do that?” I asked. “Why wear yourself out? Tell me what to do, and I’ll do 
it.” 
“I want to get things in order,” Sonia said. “It gives me something to do. And it’ll 
make things easier for you. I promise to ask for help if I need it.” 
“You’d better,” I said impatiently. “And stop worrying about me. I can take care 
of myself.” I left the room.  
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I was annoyed that Sonia was paying more attention to the dog than to me. I’d 
hear her talking to her like she was a person. Maggie Mae followed her everywhere, not 
letting her out of her sight. The dog only tolerated me. Sonia seemed so happy with the 
dog around, but, as she got weaker, I began to feed Maggie Mae twice a day. When it was 
time to eat, the dog would sit in front on the cabinet where we kept her food. When I took 
her out to potty, she went to her regular spot, away from the garden.  
I had to admit the dog was behaving fairly well. She got on the sofa once, but 
when I yelled at her, she jumped down. Like Lee Ann said, rain and thunderstorms were 
a problem. Since it was late fall, we began to have bad storms. The dog would pace back 
and forth as she searched for a sanctuary from the weather. Once, she hopped into the 
bathtub, cowering down. Other times, she got under the bed. If Sonia and I were sitting 
down, she would burrow under our legs or try to get in our lap. The dog was miserable 
and inconsolable until the storm passed.  
One night I woke up suddenly as lightening flashed through the windows and 
thunder exploded. I heard the dog whimpering. She had her paws on the bed next to 
Sonia, trying to wake her. I jumped up and called for her to come, but she wouldn’t leave 
Sonia. Grabbing a leash, I pulled her out of the bedroom. She tugged hard, wanting to go 
back, but I got her into another room and closed the door.  
“Now listen,” I said, “she’s got to sleep. You’re stuck with me tonight. So suck it 
up!” The dog paid no attention as she whined and paced, dripping saliva on the carpet. I 
flipped on the television, turned to the weather channel, and saw the red and green colors 
of the storm going through the area. The dog came over and wedged herself under my 
legs, breathing hard. “You crazy dog,” I said. “Cut it out!” 
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 Sonia had put a tennis ball under the table, and I took it and rolled it across the 
floor. The dog perked up and made a dash for it, bringing the ball back and dropping it in 
my lap. I took it again, now wet with saliva, and tossed it in the air. She watched it 
bounce and then caught it. “How’d you do that, girl?” I said. “Wanna do it again?” Her 
eyes drilled at my hand as I threw it again. This time she caught it on the fly. After fifteen 
minutes of playing, she was tired. The weather finally eased up, and I took her back in the 
bedroom. This time she lay down on the floor next to my side of the bed. 
* * * * 
Two months passed. As the weather turned colder, Sonia got worse. “Joseph, it’s 
a good day for soup,” she said. “And I can use our vegetables and the chicken that I 
froze. Could you get the pot down for me?”  
 “I’ll help you cut up the onions and carrots,” I said, as I opened the cabinet.  
“Don’t you think some barley would be good?” she said. 
“Sure would,” I answered. “You showed me how it thickens the soup. I can 
already taste it.” 
After I filled the pot with water and set it on the stove, we spread newspaper on 
the table and sat down to cut up the vegetables. Maggie Mae, who had turned into a real 
chowhound, came over and laid her head on my leg. I handed her a carrot, and she trotted 
back to her pad.  
* * * * 
 The doctor had figured it close—almost four months to the day. Doesn’t sound 
like much time, but it was. We ate our soup and read books to each other. I gave Sonia 
foot rubs, and she finished my sweater. We watched Casablanca and laughed at Chevy 
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Chase in European Vacation. We looked at old pictures. We gazed at the snow falling 
outside the windows. We wrapped ourselves under the quilt and listened to the rain. We 
watched Maggie Mae catch her ball and bring it back for more, and we knew it would 
soon be time to plant the summer vegetables.  
  
 
A Snow White Van 
By Cookie Levine 
 
On January 1, 2008, Gary Michael Hilton kidnapped Meredith Hope Emerson on 
a hiking trail on Blood Mountain at Vogel State Park north of Dahlonega, Georgia. A few 
days later he killed her. It wasn’t his first killing, but it would be his last. He was 
subsequently arrested and charged with murder. Hilton struck a deal with prosecutors in 
order to avoid a death penalty charge in Georgia by agreeing to disclose the whereabouts 
of Meredith Hope Emerson’s body. Hilton was reported to be a drifter who had a criminal 
history who had confronted other hikers in local parks. He has since been accused of 
murders in other states and is currently standing trial for murder in Florida. 
As a woman who enjoys the outdoors and frequently hikes with my dog, the idea 
that I could take off for a relaxing day in the woods and, by chance, run into a man so full 
of sickness that he would murder me, stretches my imagination to an almost unbearable 
limit. That the event could be so arbitrary—a matter of simply being in the wrong place 
at the wrong time, takes away any feeling of security that I have control over things.  
From now on, my hikes through nature’s forests will have an edge, a rumbling in my 
stomach, a wariness to my step, knowing that a beautiful place can quickly turn ugly.                  
* * * 
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Gary Michael Hilton pulled his white Chevrolet Astro van away from the space in 
front of his Atlanta apartment in DeKalb County, Georgia, edging out into the road 
headed for the Seven Eleven less than a mile away. Earlier that morning, he’d packed the 
van with towels and instruments he would need. He liked to start out clean, so he washed 
the van the day before—not in a car wash, but by his own hand, in a circular motion with 
soapy cloths. After he hosed it down, he was pleased.  
At sixty-one years of age, Hilton was an inarticulate man, due partially to an 
absence of teeth. His mouth was once full of teeth, but one by one they rotted.  He could 
smell the decay and, as each one loosened, it abandoned his mouth. Each time he threw 
the tooth in the garbage, spitting on it and cursing it. He didn’t need it. His wispy grey 
hair was mostly gone too, leaving behind a thin, bony head with a beard. A person could 
observe it as an ugly head containing a toothless mouth. At five feet ten inches and one 
hundred and sixty pounds, Hilton’s body gave off a sickly look. His slumped shoulders 
and long spindly arms ended in splintery hands.  He had cultivated a slowness to his gait, 
a calculated movement designed to take in everything around him as he moved through 
space. His looks didn’t matter to him. What spurred him on was in his head and in his 
belly.  
He didn’t need much conversation, and he cared little what others thought of him. 
His was a more serious purpose, when the need to kill would come on strong. If he 
succeeded, he felt a release, a longing filled. It was a devil which took hold, then 
relented, to be held at bay until the need arose again. It was a cycle for him, an 
exhilaration sweeping through, which made him dream and pray for the next encounter. It 
was a hunger he could not put into words. An inner squeezing.  
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The dresser drawer in his apartment bedroom held maps of the trails in north 
Georgia, North Carolina, and Florida. Each night he studied the ones most commonly 
walked. He knew the location of each trailhead, the length of each trail, and its 
accessibility to the highway. The ease of an escape route was essential. The trail should 
be frequented, but on a lesser basis, to afford him the best opportunities. He knew the 
time it took to drive from his apartment in Atlanta to each area. He knew the location of 
each strip mall along the way, and he knew where they placed large trash dumpsters, 
should he need to dispose of things. For other more intimate items, the deep woods were 
better. Nature took care of those remains quite efficiently. 
Hilton had spent hours planning for this day. The best places were always wooded 
areas, especially the quiet and deserted national parks. People tended to walk in small 
groups, in couples, or alone. The woods, with their trees and wild brush, calmed people 
and caused them to relax and drop their guard. He often saw women hiking alone with a 
dog. How stupid, he thought. As if some dog, more interested in animals’ smells and 
droppings, would offer them protection. The women fancied themselves brave and 
independent, but they were ill-equipped to deal with him. 
Such plans needed thoughtful execution, and Hilton was not unintelligent. He was 
suited to privacy and combined a deep hurt with humiliation and a blinding rage—all 
necessary ingredients for effective results.  
Persistence and patience defined his method. There had been times when all his 
plans had failed. Sometimes his intended victim refused to be led on, but left with a 
hurried cloud of disgust leveled his way. He could see it in her eyes—the recognition of 
danger, the awareness of unbalance. His plans would not work every time, so he knew to 
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be strong and seek out the next encounter. He was secure in the knowledge that it would 
always come.  
Hilton drove north from Atlanta up Interstate 285 toward Highway 400, the road 
leading up to Dahlonega, Georgia. It was New Year’s Day, another year to unfold, places 
to seek out, and concealments to put into action. Inside the white van, he kept assorted 
hiking gear and warm clothing. Today, the weather was supposed to be quite nice for 
hiking. The mild temperatures assured him that the day would attract hikers wanting to 
spend a day in the woods. All his equipment was ready. He kept a black police-style 
baton attached to his belt. People often asked him about it. He said it was his protection 
against stray dogs and animals, or a way to move small brush in his path. In truth, it was 
his weapon of choice—a solid, stable item to quickly surprise and disarm his prey, 
whether animal or human.  
In the van, his supplies included enough food to last for several days—up to a 
week, if need be. A loaf of white bread, two jars of peanut butter, potato chips, canned 
sausages and sardines, packages of Kool-Aid, and a cooler for Coca Cola. He had a bag 
of Snickers candy bars which he had bought cheap from a Halloween sale at the grocery 
store. He also packed marijuana to heighten and expand his experiences. His supplies 
would afford him the luxury of time—of not needing to rush his actions, regardless of 
how he chose to carry out his plans. He could move slowly, at his leisure, and savor each 
fluid-filled moment. He would bathe in the terror or each victim, secure in the knowledge 
that the inside of his van was his total world. 
Hilton had a small red dog with him. He had found the dog some years earlier in 
the woods, lost and hungry. A nervous and dirty thing, he had been afraid to come close. 
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Hilton lured the dog with a piece of bologna. The animal devoured it and followed him. 
The dog appeared to like Hilton and wanted to be with him.  The animal did not see 
Hilton’s toothless mouth, his ungainly and unattractive body, and his terror-filled insides. 
The dog gave no off-putting responses or rejections and had no means to humiliate. 
Whatever kinds of friends Hilton had, the dog became better—a companion who would 
make no judgments. When the animal licked his hand and rubbed against his leg, he 
decided to take him along. Hilton called him Dandy and played affectionately with the 
dog. He bathed the dog every week, cleaning him of fleas and stickers. He had even 
taught the dog to lie down next to his feet, where he could reach down and rub his head 
and scratch behind his ears.  If the animal minded well, Hilton thought, he could even 
turn out to be useful. The dog seemed to draw out what could be called kindness from 
Hilton, hidden in the deepest and most unavailable places.  
* * * 
Twenty-four year old Meredith Hope Emerson had been looking forward to this 
holiday weekend. The weatherman had predicted a beautiful New Year’s Day on 
Monday—sunny, clear, and cold. It would be perfect for hiking before returning to her 
job on Tuesday as a sales manger at a Winder, Georgia packaging company. She had 
worked most of the week between Christmas and New Year’s and had planned to take 
her dog Ella hiking in the mountains.  
Having come with her family to Georgia from Colorado, she felt a kinship with 
the beauty of the mountains—the quiet wonder of the lush, green woods and the sounds 
of running water from hidden streams. Walking the trails kept her on an even keel. 
Although she was petite at five feet and four inches, she had a green belt in judo and was 
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in excellent physical condition.  Being strong contributed to her self-confidence and 
outgoing personality. A 2005 graduate of the University of Georgia, Meredith had been 
well-liked and had made many friends. Always opening her life to new possibilities, she 
had even studied abroad for one semester.   
 
 
On New Year’s morning, she left a brief note for her roommate telling her where 
she was going and when she’d be back. An experienced hiker, Meredith chose her 
clothing carefully, mindful of sudden and unpredictable changes in the weather. She 
dressed in layers, knowing she would get hot as the sun rose. In her backpack, she carried 
two bottles of water, energy bars, and a banana. Ella had her own collapsible drinking 
bag, which she carried on her back. Meredith also had a cell phone, an extra sweater, and 
a rain jacket. After packing the car, she and Ella jumped into the front seat. Meredith 
cranked up the radio and began to sing. Her route to Blood Mountain would take her up 
Interstate 85 to Vogel State Park. Life is good, she thought, a new year ahead, with 
everything to look forward to. 
Meredith’s dog Ella was a black Labrador mix. The two were constant and 
devoted companions. Ella slept in the bed next to Meredith and followed her from room 
to room in the apartment. She was the perfect dog for Meredith—an animal who loved to 
play, be outdoors, and run for long distances. Observing Meredith closely, Ella could 
identify her master’s moods and feelings. As inseparable pals, Ella often rode in the car 
with Meredith when she went to the bank or the grocery store. Ella had watched Meredith 
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that morning as she pulled the backpack and the water bowl from the closet. She knew 
they would be going hiking.  
* * * 
Hilton stopped at a convenience store along the way to use the bathroom. When 
he got back to the van, he let the dog out to go to the bathroom behind the store. Getting 
back in the van, he drove past Dahlonega and continued up Highway 19/129 to Vogel 
State Park, located at the base of Blood Mountain. The drive would take him 
approximately ninety miles from Atlanta. As his dog slept in the back seat, Hilton played 
the radio for a while, but then switched it off. It would be a good day, he thought. People 
would be out. His opportunities looked promising. He licked his lower lip and ran his 
tongue over his naked gums. He cleared his throat with a weak cough. It had been too 
long. He thought back over his supplies in the back, satisfied that he had what he needed.  
As Hilton pulled into Vogel State Park, he remembered the area from prior visits. 
There were several hiking trails, and he had to choose. He wanted one that was thick with 
growth, but still a desirable trail for hikers. He decided on the six-mile long Freeman 
Trail and drove until he reached the trailhead. A few cars were already there—not too 
many. He took a light jacket out of the van, and attached the black baton to his belt. He 
wanted it secure, but easily available. When he opened the sliding door, the dog jumped 
out and immediately urinated on a tree. Hilton stood there, quiet, poised, looking around. 
He was getting his bearings and his directional systems set, and his heart was beating 
faster. It was a delicious feeling he had. He saw several people pull up and get out. Some 
couples were with children, and several men were alone. People said hello. He nodded in 
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their direction but said nothing. He waited. He watched his dog sniffing around. Not too 
many people, he thought. He would know when the time was right.   
* * * 
Meredith was smiling. She had put the windows partway down, and the cool air 
had felt good as it blew her long brown hair around her head. It had been a fun ride up to 
Vogel. Ella loved to ride in the front seat and had put her head in Meredith’s lap while 
she drove. The dog seemed to enjoy watching Meredith sing; and sometimes she howled 
along.  They had been up to Vogel many times—it was far enough so that Meredith felt 
like she was back in the mountains of Colorado. She knew exactly where Freeman Trail 
was—at the base of Blood Mountain—and she drove straight to it. Ella knew where they 
were too. Sensing Meredith’s excitement, her tail starting wagging and her ears perked 
up. 
As Meredith pulled into the parking area at the trailhead, she noticed several cars, 
among them a large white van. A skinny, older guy in a yellow jacket with black elbow 
patches was getting his pack out. Kind of scruffy looking with a gray beard, but she’d 
met plenty of nice hikers who looked unkempt. His dog was next to him. A little bigger 
than Ella, but he looked friendly enough. They’d probably want to play. Meredith got out, 
and then Ella jumped out and ran over to the man’s dog. They looked like a good match. 
“Hi there,” she said in a friendly voice. “Happy New Year.” 
“Well, Happy New Year to you, young lady,” Hilton answered. “Looks like your 
dog and mine kinda like each other. She’s a pretty thing. What’s her name?”  He gently 
rubbed Ella’s head. 
“It’s Ella. What about yours? He’s nice.” 
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“Oh, he was just a stray,” he said. “I never got around to naming him. I mostly 
call him Dandy. Sometimes I just call him Dog.” 
“Well, that’s okay,” said Meredith. “I bet he doesn’t care what his name is, as 
long as he’s with you. I think that’s how dogs are. He seems pretty happy, being outside 
on such a beautiful day.”   
The man said, “You’re right about that. It’s a good day for hiking. I promised him 
I’d bring him out.” 
Meredith saw several other people walk by and head toward the trail. She was 
anxious to get started. The dogs were already having a good time. She said, “Well, Ella 
and I are ready to go. Do you want to walk with us for a while?” 
“Sure,” he said. “We can start off together. A young gal like you is probably a lot 
faster than an old fellow like me, but I reckon I can keep up for a while.” Hilton threw his 
backpack over his shoulder on top of his light jacket and put on a baseball cap. 
“I guess we’re ready,” Hilton said. “Let’s go, dog.” 
Meredith shifted her pack to get the weight adjusted right, and called to Ella who 
had wandered into the trees in front of the cars. “Okay, baby,” she said as she headed for 
the trail. Ella saw her moving and immediately ran to join her.  
“Have you been here before?” Meredith said, starting up a conversation. 
‘Sure have,” Hilton said. “Been a while, though. Good to be back.” 
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My Hero 
By Cookie Levine 
 
“Yippee!” 
“Git on!” 
“Move em down!” 
 “Here they come. Oh, my God, here they come! Do you think they’ll know that 
they’re supposed to go around us? Oh, my Lord, there’s so many of them!”  
“Don’t worry now,” Ellen says. “They said to wait over here for them. The 
wranglers are bringing them down. They can’t be that stupid to run right into us.” 
“But you don’t know that for sure, do you? I’m moving Ranger over. I’m not 
taking any chances. Did you see the horns on those suckers? Just like the ones I’ve seen 
in bullfights. Maybe these cattle are headed for Spain!”  
“Cool it, Cookie,” Ellen yells. “They wouldn’t have let us go on this cattle drive if 
they thought we’d get killed.” She turns her horse around and waits. I’m not convinced. 
I yell, “Man, listen to the sounds of those hooves pounding the dirt. I bet the 
Indians could have heard them coming from two miles away.” The cattle are kicking up 
dust as they push between the sagebrush and around the thick willow bushes. I can see 
their thick heads hanging low and their heavy, drooping skin shifting back and forth as 
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they run in our direction. Where do they think they’re going? And who’s going to stop 
them? Sure as hell isn’t going to be me. 
Four of us dudes wait on the side of the valley. I’ve moved as far as I can next to 
the steep rise of the mountain. I see three wranglers on each side of the herd moving them 
forward. The fourth guy is carrying a huge black whip, which he swishes around over his 
head. He cracks it, and it sounds like somebody split the heavens.  
Buck, one of the wranglers, wearing a shiny, silver belt buckle, rides up to us and  
says, “Sorry, but it us took a while to round em up. They got a habit of going off. Glad 
you guys are with us. We’re gonna need all the help we can get.” 
“Uh huh,” I say. “Tell us what to do. Better yet, tell us what not to do.” 
“Whatever happens, stay on your horse,” he says. “Don’t get off. You’ll be safer 
that way, in case something goes wrong.”   
“Mind telling me what you mean, Buck?” I ask, sitting all the way up in the 
saddle, ears perked.  
“They’re just critters, you know,” he says, “big ones...sometimes they get pissed 
off about something, just like people. Mostly, it’s over food and the female cows.” He 
starts laughing and adds, “Yep. Just like people.” Ellyn and I look at each other and don’t 
say a word. Buck doesn’t have to worry that I’ll get off my horse. Even if I drop my 
money purse on the ground, or a contact lens falls out, or I spot a winning lottery ticket, I 
will not be leaving this saddle. I tighten my butt, wrap my legs around Ranger, and 
confirm the exact location of his bushy mane and the saddle horn. He isn’t going 
anywhere without me. 
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“Ellen,” Buck says, “how bout you get over on the left side of the herd, over by 
the creek? And Cookie, you stay on this side, where the hills rise up. That way, we’ll 
keep em covered on all sides. As we drive em down, we’ll holler when we need you. 
Sound okay?”  
“I guess so,” I say, thinking of all the cattle on my side and beginning to worry 
that I’ve bitten off way more than I can chew. Not wanting to lose sight of Buck, I ask, 
“Now where are you gonna be?”  
He says, “I’ll be all the way in the back, keeping em coming. Okay, let’s get 
going. They gotta be down by Kelly Gulch in four hours. I’ll see you at our first stop.” 
He tips his black hat and turns his horse around and rides off. 
“Ellen,” now you be careful,” I say, knowing she’s a pretty gutsy gal. “Don’t do 
anything crazy. We sure as hell don’t want to miss dinner at the ranch tonight. They’re 
having the seafood buffet. We don’t want to be laid up at Jackson Hole Hospital where I 
guarantee you we’d be having cardboard chicken and raspberry Jell-O.”   
“Aw…come on,” she says. “Let’s have some fun!” She shakes her head, tossing 
around blond curls, yells a big “Yipeeeeee……….,” and takes off. We’ll be moving out 
in a few minutes. 
I look at Ranger and say, “Well, fellow, I know you’ve done this before, but not 
with me. Let me explain. Even though I’ve always wanted to go on a cattle drive, now 
that I’m here, the damn cows look so big…and dangerous….and powerful! If I forget to 
make a turn, you just jump right it and take over. Won’t hurt my feelings at all, big boy!” 
I wish Ranger could talk. They’ve given him to me to ride because he isn’t afraid 
of cattle. He’s a huge brown horse, bigger than any I’ve ridden. It feels like I’m thirty feet 
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off the ground. I convince myself that Ranger must have an outstanding resume: winner 
of the elite military cavalry charge during the war in Iraq, third cousin of the last foal of 
Secretariat, runner-up in the annual ranch mud-wrestling contest, and an official referee 
for the Jackson Hole barrel-racing competition. Good thing I gave him a piece of apple 
before we got started so he’ll consider me a friend. He turns and looks at me with wise, 
dark eyes as if to say, “Don’t worry babe, I know what to do even if you don’t. Just hang 
on.” I decide if things go well, I will take Ranger out to dinner. And he can choose the 
place.   
We begin to push the cattle forward.  
“Yeowwwwwwww!” I scream. “Git it, git it, git…go on….go on……yeoww!!! 
Move those butts! Let’s go…let’s go…..wheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!” Damn, it feels good 
doing all this yelling. And the cows don’t seem to mind at all. I guess they don’t care 
where they’re going as long as they get something to eat when they get there. I see three 
or four of them move away from the group, but one of the wranglers steers them back in.  
After about an hour of moving them through the valley, we come to a small 
meadow with steep hills on one side and a creek on the other. The water is running fast, 
although the creek is narrow and filled with rocks.  
Buck rides up toward the front and yells, “Let’s stop here. Get em some water. 
Push em on around. Spread em out, guys.” I see Ellen on the other side. 
“Hey girl,” I say. “How’s it going over there?” 
“Feeling good………whoa, doggie……..we’re doing it, baby!!!!!!!!” She takes 
off her brown hat off and waves it at me. 
“All….right…!” I say. “Way to go……….This is the real thing………Yeah!!!!!”  
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As I watch the cattle drink water, I see a burly, white bull digging his hooves in, 
kicking up dirt onto another bull. Maybe he doesn’t like the other one drinking from the 
same creek. The white one moves to his right and slams his horns into the other one, and 
then their heads hit. They crash horns again and again. Now they’re both kicking up dirt 
behind them. They pull back momentarily like two prizefighters at the end of a round, 
staking out a backup position, and then they return and go at it again. When they hit 
horns, they twist and turn their big heads, trying to throw each other off balance. There’s 
no biting or kicking with these bulls—everything’s about their horns. The harsh sounds 
and the energy they’re using give a beauty to the wildness of the fight. I’m glued to the 
scene, hoping they’re not going to fight to the death and leave puddles of blood all over 
the beautiful meadow.   
One of the wranglers shouts, “Back up! Give ‘em some room! When they break, 
they might charge anything around.”  Did he say charge?????  In my direction?????  I 
back up alright. I shorten my reins and turn Ranger around, getting us out of the way. I 
would’ve backed up all the way to Atlanta if I could’ve. I tell myself if an angry bull 
comes our way, I’ll let him know we want nothing to do with the water from his creek. 
That we have brought our own. And would he like some?? After swiping their horns back 
and forth, the two bulls finally reach some sort of truce—maybe a promise to trade a 
good-looking cow for a bale of hay, or a rubdown with scratchy hooves after a dip in the 
lake. Anyway, the owner of the herd chases them away from the creek and back onto the 
meadow. I lie to Ranger, telling him we have never been in any danger—that I have been 
completely in control of the situation. That I am a mediator in real life, and I know all 
about conflict resolution. 
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 We get the cattle back in the valley and start out again. I’m feeling real 
comfortable in the saddle. All of a sudden, a cow in front of me decides to leave the herd 
and head up the hill. Maybe the grass just looks greener, or she knows of a sunny, 
napping spot on the top, or perhaps she wants her own space after all the commotion.  
The wrangler yells, “Cookie, that’s your cow. Go get her.” 
I say to Ranger, “This is it! Our job is before us. We cannot fail. It’s only one 
cow. How hard can it be?” I pull Ranger away from the herd and head up the hill. Fallen 
trees and sagebrush are everywhere. I don’t want a limb to hit me or scratch Ranger, so I 
guide him around the debris. I can see the cow is steadily making her way north. We edge 
to her left and coax her back to the right. She goes behind us and starts back up the hill 
again. I swivel Ranger around and move upward, finally getting ahead of the cow. I 
scream at that cow and tell her we aren’t leaving under any circumstances, and, sure 
enough, she starts back down the hill. It hasn’t taken more than ten minutes, and I am 
beside myself. As if I had completed a triathlon, I yell, “We did it! We did it! We got the 
cow.”  
One of the wranglers yells back, “Good job. She’s coming in. Way to go.”  I hug 
Ranger and wish I could put a blanket of flowers around his neck like they do at the 
Kentucky Derby. I wanted to think I had given him the right riding signals, but it may 
have been a case of his just knowing what needed to be done and taking care of business.  
 The hills on our left become so steep that the wranglers decide to take the cattle 
the rest of the way without us. We make our way back to the car, load the horses, and 
head home—bone tired with dirt all over our faces and clothes. Yep. I did it, and once 
was enough for me.  
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 Small Deer 
By Cookie Levine 
 
 
 As the girl pulled the rock from the stream, she focused on its smoothness and 
medium size. It would work well in her slingshot. After retrieving the rock, she splashed 
the frigid water on her face, trying to wash away the tears and humiliation from that 
morning. Her father Golden Bear had refused to allow her to join the tribe for the hunt of 
the great buffalo. She had pleaded with him and offered to demonstrate her dexterity with 
the slingshot. Aiming for a bow resting next to a tree, the girl had missed by a great 
distance. The rock had hit one of the elders in the head, causing him to yell at her. Her 
father and the others had laughed at her failure. The girl had run away and had not 
stopped until she reached the stream.   
She tucked the rock into the pouch, which held her other stones. The bird feathers 
in her long black hair hung limply behind her ears. She wore no shoes. Her name Small 
Deer suited her, as she had learned to walk with the softness and quiet of the deer. 
Lingering a while, she listened to the sounds of the stream, wishing she were as strong as 
the running water. The branches of the pines hung low to the ground, sometimes dipping 
in the water, adding to the mixture of sounds.  
She returned from the stream and approached her mother.  
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“But when, my mother, when may I go with Golden Bear?” It was the same 
question each morning. 
“Your father will tell you when, Small Deer. He will know when it is time. It is 
not our custom for girl-children to hunt, but if Golden Bear allows you to join the men, it 
will be so. You are lucky he is chief of our tribe. Otherwise, you would have no chance at 
all. There will be many years to hunt, my daughter. You are only twelve moons, not yet 
worthy to be in the presence of the great buffalo.”  
Rising Moon knew her daughter was impatient. Even at twelve, Small Deer 
seemed driven to follow her father to the hunt. She was different from her other 
daughters. As a baby, when she left the safety of her papoose and began to walk, she had 
followed her father everywhere, clutching one of his headdress feathers in her tiny hand. 
Golden Bear had played with her by throwing her high in the air, and he had made her 
unafraid. She knew he would catch her. Small Deer took no interest in the squaw tasks, 
such as cooking, cleaning, and sewing animal hides. She preferred to watch as her 
brothers felled a tree and used their scraping tools to carve out a canoe. As soon as they 
hollowed out a hole, Small Deer would climb into the tree, catching the bark in her lap as 
her brothers cut it.  
One would complain. “Father, make Small Deer leave our canoe. She sits and 
laughs at us. She is in our way. Make her go with our sisters to make capes for the winter 
hunt.” 
Golden Bear would answer, “Now, what do you complain of? Small Deer is but a 
child. She admires your strength and the skill of your cutting. She watches as one who 
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wants to learn. She is different from your sisters. She fears no one. Work around her, my 
sons, and let her learn.”   
* * * * 
Rising Moon watched her daughter awake each morning, earlier than the others, 
and practice her slingshot against a tree. With resolve and concentration, Small Deer 
would stare at the spot she wished the rock to go. Then she gently removed one from her 
pouch, placed it in the sling, swung it over her head, and released it—making a swishing 
sound as it flew through the air.  When it struck the target, the child smiled. 
Rising Moon went back to her work beside the teepee. With a flat tool, she 
pounded corn on a wide rock in a continuing rhythm until the pieces were reduced to 
small bits. This she put into a bowl, mixed it with water, and flattened out cakes to be 
cooked over the fire. She knew the men would be hungry when they returned. As she 
worked, she said a prayer for the hunters’ success and the health of the tribe.  
Small Deer felt no better after talking with her mother. She went to check on her 
pony. As she approached, the pony smelled her and shook his thick neck. He was a young 
horse, a deep, brown mustang with a white star on his head and white splotches on the 
bottom of each leg. She had named him Snowdrop.  
She bent her head close to the pony’s ear and said, “Want a ride, boy? Yes, so do 
I.” The pony laid his big head on her shoulder, and Small Deer scratched his neck. She 
removed a brightly colored blanket which sat atop the pony. Taking a tool made from a 
buffalo bone wrapped with horse hair, she began to brush the pony, starting at his thick 
neck and running down the length of his back. The pony dropped his head, nickered 
softly and remained still—enjoying the girl’s strokes.   
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When Small Deer completed the brushing, she raised each of the pony’s feet and 
cleaned dirt and small rocks from his hooves.  She replaced the blanket, untied the rope, 
and, in one smooth motion, took hold of the pony’s thick mane and swung her leg over 
his back. She felt strong on top of her pony and could ride as fast as any young brave in 
the tribe. As she guided Snowdrop along the path leading to the mountains, she passed 
her sister who was cleaning rabbit skins. 
Small Deer said, “Sinking Branch, tell our mother I am going to find more food. I 
will be back before dark.”   
Her sister said, laughing under her breath, “Small Deer, I saw you miss your 
slingshot this morning and hit the elder. I fear it will take you many moons to find food.” 
She knew the teasing angered her little sister.  
“You will see, Sinking Branch, when I return. You will all see,” Small Deer said 
in a loud voice. Making a clucking sound with her mouth, she gripped Snowdrop’s belly 
with her legs. Then she kicked the pony lightly in the ribs, and he trotted away.  
Small Deer had decided to ride in the direction her father and the other braves had 
gone that morning.  Even if she were not allowed to hunt, maybe she could watch and 
learn. She rode past the outer part of the tribe’s boundaries, moving along the edge of the 
great river. She heard a shrill sound and caught a glimpse of an eagle as he left the top of 
a pine tree. Not far to his right was a white-tail hawk, flying high in the sky. Small Deer 
liked to watch the hawk as he scoured the ground for prey. He flew straight overhead and 
suddenly plunged toward the ground so fast she almost could not follow him. In an 
instant, he flew away with something wiggling in his beak, probably a chipmunk or baby 
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rabbit. Small Deer accepted how one animal killed another in order to survive. It was 
nature’s way, just as the tribe killed the great buffalo.  
As the river veered to the right, Small Deer turned left across the plains. She 
tightened her legs around the pony’s belly, and he increased his speed, moving from a 
trot into a smooth lope. Small Deer controlled the pony with her legs and weight more 
than with the rope through his mouth. No one else had ever ridden him, and he was used 
to her on his back. At night, she would sleep next to him under the stars with her head 
lying on his side, both of them covered with a blanket. 
Ahead she saw a coyote making his way through the sagebrush. He noticed Small 
Deer but paid her no mind. His thoughts were of food as he searched the ground for small 
critters in holes. He also knew to search the rocks for picos. Ragged and worn, the coyote 
was spent from a fight with a bear cub, which he had lost. A tear just about his right ear 
was the result of a swipe from a claw.  
Small Deer saw a red fox off to the right. It was unusual to see a fox, and she 
thought he must be hunting for food to take back to his brood. He stood perfectly still as 
she went by. His deep coloring had probably saved him from a hungry coyote or wolf.  
She felt no fear from the animals, for they were her teachers, her friends. She 
pressed the pony’s sides with her knees as she led Snowdrop around the holes in the 
ground. Should he step into one, it would mean a broken leg. The pony understood her 
without words.  
They continued across the wide plain, under the warm sun. The wind was at her 
back, helping the fast-moving pony move effortlessly ahead. Small Deer gazed at the 
mountains bordering the plain. The peaks had been named for the images they revealed. 
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The one which looked like a man lying down was called Sleeping Brave. Another had 
three sharp peaks close to each other and was called Three Spears.  
She had ridden this way many times. At the age of three, her father had brought 
her here and placed her on the pony. He had shown her how to grip with her legs and 
hold on to the mane.  It was her first memory. She had laughed as her father rode next to 
her, his hand on her leg to keep her upright. Before long, she needed no one to hold her.  
Small Deer’s attention jerked back to the present when she heard what sounded 
like animals fighting. She heard screeching, wailing sounds coming from the thick woods 
bordering the plains, where the flat land began to rise toward the mountains. In the open, 
sound traveled far. She slowed Snowdrop with a tug of the reins, turning him toward the 
mountains.  As they approached the thick brush, the sounds increased with crashing and 
cracking added to the throaty screams. Small Deer stayed atop Snowdrop. If animals 
were fighting, she knew the safest place to be was on her pony.  
As Small Deer got closer to the brush, she could see what was happening. A bull 
elk with many horns on his head was defending his group of cows, which were sitting 
farther back in the woods. Another bull had dared to advance toward his territory. Since it 
was the cool time of the year before the winter snows, Small Deer remembered it was the 
rutting season. The elk would mate, producing calves in the spring. It was typical for each 
bull to assemble his own herd of cows, guarding them fiercely.  
Small Deer watched, fascinated at the drama before her. She whispered soothing 
words to calm the pony, nervous in the midst of the animals’ struggle. She had positioned 
herself behind a stand of trees but was able to see by bending the pine needles near her 
face. The two bulls stood on their hind legs, facing each other with their front legs on 
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each other’s massive chest. They slammed their horns together, producing the loud, 
shattering cracks. Small Deer felt her shallow breath moving through her lungs. One bull 
succeeded in pushing the other away, only to have him retreat and make another assault 
on his territory. The defending animal had clustered his cows behind him for protection. 
The fight went on until it was clear the intruder, brave but not strong enough, would be 
forced away. Small Deer saw the defending bull lift his head and utter a victorious bugle 
to the sky.  
She steered the pony away back toward the plains, signaling Snowdrop to 
increase his pace. As they rode, she gazed far in the distance and thought she could see 
the herd of buffalo her father and the others had gone to find. The large animals looked 
like many dots ahead. She could tell they were not moving but were grazing on the 
plains. Had the herd been moving, she would have felt the ground rumble under her 
pony’s feet. She moved Snowdrop to the right, staying closer to the edge of the woods. 
She knew they should stay downwind from the buffalo so the huge animals would not 
detect their presence.  
As she rode, Small Deer thought back to the early morning when she had missed 
the target with the slingshot and hit the elder. She clenched her teeth, remembering her 
shame and disappointment when the rock had missed the intended mark. Even though her 
father had had a forgiving look, the elders and the other braves had laughed so hard their 
bellies shook.  
As they continued, Small Deer began to talk to her pony, “I ran away so fast. I 
could not bear to hear them laugh. I had practiced many months with my sling, and I 
failed to hit the target. Maybe I am unable to do this thing. Maybe the Great One has 
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given me squaw bones and made me different from the braves. I am afraid to try again. I 
may fail and do not want to hear their laughter.” She sunk a little lower on the pony, her 
chin moving toward her chest.  
Small Deer had had a dream three days before.  
She was an otter moving swiftly in the great river, swimming upstream toward a 
mating place. Her velvety skin insulated her from the cold, and her small flippers helped 
her twist and avoid rocks and fallen trees on the river floor.  
Drawn to go upstream but not knowing why, she swam for many days. Opening 
her mouth, she positioned her teeth close together to grasp tadpoles to eat. One day a 
storm came, and hard rain hit her back. The wind blew against her, pushing her farther 
back in the strong current. Finally, she pushed herself onto the shore and lay there 
exhausted. After a time, she raised her head and saw she was almost back where she had 
begun. Discouraged, she considered going the easier way, where she could float with the 
current. But there was no place at that end for mating.  Dragging herself back into the 
water, she pushed against the current. Finally, she felt the depth of the water river lessen, 
and the ground under her felt familiar. She had reached the place she was seeking. 
Knowing her travels were over, she turned onto her back and floated.   
Small Deer had awakened from this dream, encouraged in her desire to hunt with 
the tribe. But then, this morning had come, and all her efforts had been wasted. She had 
been sure of her abilities, but now she did not know.  
As the wind picked up and the sun was high overhead, Small Deer drained the last 
of her water from the buffalo bladder she carried on her back. She knew Snowdrop must 
be thirsty. Pressuring his side with her left leg, she guided him back toward the deep 
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woods. Perhaps there was a stream to water him and fill her bag. The pony stepped 
forward into the brush. Small Deer put her head down to avoid being scratched in the 
face by the hanging branches and thorns.   
She was careful to lead Snowdrop the least obstructed way, looking for wide 
spaces between the trees. There was shade in the brush, and she could smell the wet 
ground. She saw animal droppings and could identify those of the bear from the elk or the 
moose. Her father had spent many days teaching her this skill.  He showed her how the 
consistency and smell of the droppings revealed how recently the animal had passed, and 
whether she might be in danger from the great black bear.     
Other than the flapping wings of crickets, it was quiet. As they moved along, a 
slight tumble of water settled in her ears. She went toward it and, a few minutes later, 
arrived at a stream. She could see the water’s flow extended far to the right and left, 
snaking its way through the cottonwoods and the aspens. Grabbing hold of the pony’s 
mane, she climbed down, her bare feet hitting the damp soil. Snowdrop was ready for a 
rest, and he bent his neck down and drank from the stream. Small Deer watched, aware of 
the pony’s unique way of drinking water. Rather than lick it up as coyotes and wolves 
did, Snowdrop sucked the water into his mouth. Bending down, she filled her bladder 
with the icy water.  
As Small Deer looked to her left down the stream, she noticed that a doe and her 
fawn had also come to drink. The fawn was light brown with dark spots. She had a small 
head and stayed close to her mother, mimicking her moves.    
As she finished filling her bag, her breath stopped. Small Deer saw a mountain 
lion, perched in one of the great pines. Crouched low, he was light tan in color. She saw 
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his black eyes staring at the deer, probably at the fawn—the weaker one. Since the lion 
was downwind, she reasoned that neither the deer nor her pony had detected the animal. 
The lion must have picked up the deer’s scent earlier and was waiting for the chance to 
make a kill.  
Small Deer grabbed her pony’s rope, stepped back quietly, and tied him to a tree. 
Then she began to move softly along the river bank. The deer continued to drink, 
unaware of the lion above them.   
Small Deer had seen a lion before, and her father had warned her of the danger. 
The lion’s way was to sit patiently in the trees or rocks and then use his quickness to 
spring high and land on the back of his prey. He was a fierce competitor in the tribe’s 
hunt for the great buffalo.  
Small Deer knew the lion was getting ready to attack the fawn, and she made a 
plan. If she could scare the lion away, maybe the deer and her fawn could escape. She 
moved with the lightest steps she could manage, using the trees for cover. She stopped 
quickly as she watched the deer raise her head from the water. The fawn did the same.  
The lion moved his paws forward on the limb, as he became more visible in the 
tree. Small Deer placed a rock in her sling, rolled it overhead, and let loose. It missed the 
lion completely, hitting a branch two feet from him. He glanced to the right but then 
quickly regained his view of the animals below. The deer twitched her head at the sound, 
and looked around in a frantic manner, not sure what to do. Small Deer knew she must 
hurry. This time, she put two rocks in the sling and let them fly. Again she missed.  At 
this, the deer jumped back to the edge of the stream and began to turn toward the woods. 
The fawn, with its head down, had not yet noticed its mother’s movements.  
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The lion edged closer to the end of the branch, head up, now fully exposed. The 
fawn looked up, saw her mother moving back into the woods, and began to follow. The 
lion lifted his front paws, pushed with his back legs, and sprang forward, arching in the 
air, landing on the ground on the opposite side of the river from the deer. It would be only 
a few steps through the water to overtake the fawn.  
Without thinking, Small Deer readied a rock and shot it forward toward the lion. 
This time it caught him on the side of his neck. He looked momentarily startled and 
jerked his head to the left. As the lion stopped for a brief second, Small Deer had already 
prepared the next rock, let it loose, and this one hit the lion on the top of his head. Then 
she sent another, sailing it into his chest. Then another, back to the head. The lion looked 
confused, uncertain of what these sharp irritations were. Small Deer got off three more 
rocks, two hitting their mark on the lion’s face. The animal stopped moving forward and 
let out a roar of frustration. He backed up several steps, turned, and ran into the woods. 
 Standing tight with another rock ready in her sling, Small Deer heard her own 
heavy breath, now deep in her chest. Looking down, she saw that her hands were steady.  
She remained in place for several minutes, thinking the lion might return. When she saw 
nothing more, she walked back to her pony and calmed the frightened animal. 
Small Deer rested on the ground, thinking of all that had happened. Alone in the 
woods, she had saved the fawn’s life. Another time, the lion would have the meal he 
sought. Today, she was a protector. Tomorrow, she would be a hunter. She did not know 
when, but it would be. She would tell no one what had happened. It was a truth she would 
keep in her heart, in her spirit. She untied her pony and began to make her way out of the 
woods and across the plains, toward home.    
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